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INT. KATIE'S PARENTS HOUSE - NIGHT

It is a calm dark night and KATIE (4, white, blond hair) is
seen walking somewhat slowly down the brown wood stairs of
her parents house.

KATIE
(while walking
downstairs)

Dad!

Katie continues walking somewhat slowly down the brown wood
stairs and while this is happening she hears her parents
arguing in thier bedroom.

KATIE'S DAD (O.S.)
The more you keep talking the more
i wanna beat the shit out of you

KATIE'S MOM (O.S.)
Would you just stop being so
impulsive

KATIE'S DAD (O.S.)
I Should just take katie with me so
we can start a new life together
and leave you here to fucking rot
in your own sadness

KATIE'S MOM (O.S.)
No that won't happen because i'm
her mother too

KATIE'S DAD (O.S.)
No You're just such a pathetic
bitch of a women

KATIE'S MOM (O.S.)
The Only thing that's pathetic is
you-

KATIE'S DAD (O.S.)
That's it i'm gonna shut you the
fuck once and for all

KATIE'S DAD (33, white, brown hair) is then heard viciously
beating KATIE'S MOM (31, white, long blond hair) as katie
goes down the brown wood stairs and nears closer to them.

KATIE
(while walking to the
living room)

Mom!

CUT TO:

INT. KATIE'S PARENTS HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Katie gets closer to the living room and when this happens
she sees her dad who is still viciously beating her mom in
their bedroom and after this Katie gasp then she goes to run
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under one of the black couches looking terrified and begins
to cry as she continues to watch and hear her dad abuse her
mom.

KATIE'S DAD
Katie baby, where are you?

Katie looks on in fear as she sniffles and wipes the tears
from her face and eyes.

KATIE'S DAD
(while walking)

Katie c'mon, dad just wants to talk
to you

Katie still looks on in fear as she continues to sniffle and
wipe the tears from her face and eyes.

KATIE'S DAD
(while walking around
getting visuably
frustrated)

Katie I know you're in here
somewhere just come out, you're
making daddy frustrated

Katie looks on in fear as her dad nears closer.

KATIE'S DAD
(in an angry tone of
voice)

KATIE!!!

Katie gets startled and makes a sound then she quickly
covers her mouth after she makes the sound.

KATIE'S DAD
(while walking closer to
katie)

Katie I don't have the goddamn time
to mess around!

Katie is seen trembling in fear then SENSAI (46, japanese,
black hair) comes bursting in from the first door and after
this katie gets startled again.

KATIE'S DAD
Hey man what the fuck are you doing
here!

After this sensai then takes out his steel katana.

SENSAI
The kid

KATIE'S DAD
Look he had it coming alright! Just
get the fuck outta here or i'll
make you get out!
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Katie is seen looking on in fear.

SENSAI
No! you killed someone, you must
face consequence!

KATIE'S DAD
Look you piece of shit, i've told
you to get out already and I'm not
gonna ask you a third time!

SENSAI
You turn youself in, i won't
execute you, but don't provoke me

Katie's dad then spits in sensai's face.

KATIE'S DAD
FUCK YOU!

KATIE'S MOM
(while crying out)

HELP ME!!! PLEASE HELP ME!!!

KATIE
(in a sad tone of voice)

Mom

KATIE'S DAD
Didn't I tell you to get the
fuck---

Katie's dad then goes for a punch at sensai and after this
him and sensai proceed to have a brutal brawl that ends with
sensai slicing katie's dad with his katana and katie's dad
falling through a glass table with his blood splattering
everywhere.

CUT TO:

INT. KATIE'S PARENTS HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

After this katie covers her mouth and starts crying while
almost hyperventilating.

CUT TO:

INT. KATIE'S PARENTS HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Sensai puts his katana away and then goes to katie's dad and
mom bedroom to check on her mom who is seen on the ground
bleeding profusely.

KATIE'S MOM
(while breathing heavy
breaths)

Thank you...whoever you are

Sensai then goes to touch katie's mom pulse as she dies.
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SENSAI
(while having a sad look
on his face)

Damn

Katie is then heard crying in the background and when sensai
hears this he then goes up to katie and when he gets up to
katie she looks scared and backs away some. 

SENSAI
It's okay, i'm not gonna harm you,
you can trust me

KATIE'S MOM
(while wiping the tears
from her face and saying
in a sad tone of voice)

Okay

SENSAI
What's your name

KATIE
Katie

SENSAI
Katie, you can call me sensai

KATIE
(in a sad tone of voice)

Okay

SENSAI
(while smiling and
chuckling)

Okay, come on

Katie and sensai proceed to walk out of the walk out of the
house and while doing this katie looks back and turns around
looking at her dead dad then continues walking forward.

THE BROKEN GLASS SHARDS THEN GET AN EXTREME CLOSE UP PAN IN.

INT. JENNIFER'S MOM HOUSE - NIGHT

It then transitions into JENNIFER (4, white, long black
hair) looking into the mirror in her room with a
disappointed look on her face while putting on makeup at the
same time then after this JENNIFER'S MOM (33, white, long
blonde hair) comes into her room.

JENNIFER'S MOM
Hey jen!

JENNIFER
(in a depressive tone of
voice)

Hey mom
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JENNIFER'S MOM
Why are you here in the dark, you
could have just cut the big fan
light on instead of just that lamp
over there if you needed light

JENNIFER
Nah it's okay, I'm used to not
needing much light anymore

JENNIFER'S MOM
Oh okay, well goodnight sweetie I
gotta go

JENNIFER
You always gotta go, I thought you
was already talking to a guy

JENNIFER'S MOM
I was but we stopped talking

JENNIFER
Why, I thought you said he was
different than the others

JENNIFER'S MOM
I thought he was, we got into an
altercation and let's just say
things didn't end well between us

JENNIFER
Seems like all of your
relationships don't end well

Jennifer's mom then chuckles.

JENNIFER'S MOM
Guess I just haven't found the
right one yet huh, goodnight

Jennifer's mom is then seen about to leave the room.

JENNIFER
Hey Mom

JENNIFER'S MOM
You need something

JENNIFER
Can I ask you something

JENNIFER'S MOM
Sure

JENNIFER
Why don't people pay attention to
me as much as they do to you
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JENNIFER'S MOM
What do you mean, alot of people
like you

JENNIFER
Not really, or atleast it doesn't
feel like it, I try to be pretty
like you and be like you and guys
are always dating you and
complementing you and they never do
that to me

JENNIFER'S MOM
Jennifer, listen to me, there are
people out there that like you for
you, don't be like me, be yourself
and others will come, others that
truly love you, if you just try to
be like someone else you'll just
self destruct and hide behind a
mask of insecurities

JENNIFER
Thanks mom

Jennifer's mom is then seen about to leave the room again.

JENNIFER'S MOM
You're welcome pretty lady, see you
later

Jennifer's mom gets up and goes to shut the door of
jennifer's room.

JENNIFER
Bye mom

Jennifer's mom then proceeds to shut the door of jennifer's
room.

EXT. THE PARK - DAY

It then transitions into CHANCE (5, black, mid fade haircut)
beating up another kid at the park near a fence on a cloudy
overcast day.

CHANCE
(while beating up the
other kid)

Keep my brothers name out of your
mouth!

KID #1
You're gonna be dead just like him!

Chance then charges toward THE KID (5, white , short hair)
and continuously pummels him until he's bleeding.
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CHANCE
Who gonna be dead bitch! Who gonna
die bitch! Punk ass, stay the fuck
down and don't get up

KID #2
Shut yo bitchass up you won't fight
me

CHANCE
You think I'm scared of you just
cause you bigger than me

KID #2
Nah I just think you a punk

CHANCE
Oh yeah, I'll have you bloody and
beaten like that chump over there

The SECOND KID (5, mexican, short fade) charges toward
chance but chance gets the upper hand and beats the kid up.

CHANCE
(while beating up the
kid)

Nobody ever beats me, you got me
fucked up!

After this a PARK WORKER (30, white black hair, glasses,
skinny) then goes up to them and breaks up the fight.

PARK WORKER
Hey! hey! break it up

KID #2
You better not come back! Beat yo
ass next time I see you, fuck you
and your brother y'all both bitches

CHANCE
(while being held back by
the park worker)

Fuck you punk you don't want to see
me again and you know it!

INT. CHANCE'S DAD CAR - DAY

Chance and CHANCE'S DAD (35, black, ceaser haircut) are then
seen in his dad's gray dodge car while chance is looking
angry.

CHANCE'S DAD
Chancellor

CHANCE
........yeah
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CHANCE'S DAD
What have I told you about all
these fights

CHANCE
What was I supposed to do, they
started it, they mentioned vic

Chance then starts tearing up.

CHANCE
I just....I really miss him

Chance then starts crying.

CHANCE'S DAD
Chance I understand, I miss him
too, we all miss him, but you can't
keep holding onto anger......you
gotta let it go

CHANCE
I know, but it's not easy

CHANCE'S DAD
It's not gonna be easy son, I mean
the best you could do is suppress
it and hope it doesn't come back to
surface but until then you just
gotta learn how to move past it
overtime

CHANCE
I guess so, I just wish I could see
him one more time

CHANCE'S DAD
We all wish we could son, but for
now, we all gotta do our best to
move on, one of these days you're
gonna end up fighting someone you
can't defeat

CHANCE
I don't lose fights

Chance's dad then laughs.

CHANCE'S DAD
Okay tough guy we'll see how long
that last, me and my mom are
booking you with a therapist
sometime soon

CHANCE
Hey dad

CHANCE'S DAD
Yeah son
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CHANCE
Love you

CHANCE'S DAD
I love you too, vic loves you too

CHANCE
I know

Chance's dad smiles at chance then chance's dad drives away.

INT. RAIEZ DAD COP CAR - NIGHT

It then transitions into RAIEZ DAD (32, hispanic, black
hair) driving a cop car on a rainy night with RAIEZ (5,
hispanic, black hair) beside him.

RAIEZ'S DAD
(while talking on his
nokia 8210 phone)

I'm on my way sir

Raiez looks at his dad with a concerned look on his face.

RAIEZ'S DAD
(while talking on his
nokia 8210 phone)

Yeah I just got out I'm heading
there now

Raiez then looks at his dad with a concerned look on his
face again.

RAIEZ'S DAD
(while talking on his
nokia 8210 phone)

Alright I'll be there quickly,
don't even worry about it, see you
there

CUT TO:

INT/EXT. RAIEZ DAD COP CAR/TRAFFIC - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Raiez's dad then hangs up the nokia 8210 phone and stomps
down on the gas and is seen frantically driving even faster
between traffic.

RAIEZ
Dad where are we going

RAIEZ'S DAD
Just hang on son, I'll tell you
later

CUT TO:
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EXT. TRAFFIC - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Raiez's dad is still seen frantically driving fast on the
wet rain covered road and then he rams into the back of an
orange toyota car and after this the orange toyota car
swerves off of the road.

CUT TO:

INT. RAIEZ DAD COP CAR - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Raiez dad then looks back at the wreck.

RAIEZ'S DAD
Oh shit

RAIEZ
Dad that car we gotta help them

RAIEZ'S DAD
Not enough time

RAIEZ
What do you mean not enough time
they could be seriously hurt!

RAIEZ'S DAD
I know that! I just....not right
now, you can't save everybody

Raiez then looks back at the car wreck with a concerned look
on his face.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF RUN DOWN HOUSE - NIGHT

Raiez's dad is then seen pulling up to a somewhat run down
house.

RAIEZ'S DAD
Alright son

Raiez's dad then cocks his gun and puts it in his back
pocket.

RAIEZ'S DAD
I'll be back

RAIEZ
Dad

RAIEZ'S DAD
What is it

RAIEZ
Why are you doing this

RAIEZ'S DAD
Wish I could tell you, but I gotta
go
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Raiez's dad then proceeds to run into the somewhat run down
house whle raiez watches.

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - MORNING

It then transitions into MATT (5, white, short black hair)
at elementary school running away from some bullies until
the bullies catch up to him and push him down on the ground.

MATT
I Just wanted to hang out with you
guys

BULLY #1
Why would we wanna hang out with a
little weak shit like you

BULLY #2
Kick his ass

One of the bullies then proceed to beat up matt some more.

MATT
I just....I just wanted to be your
friend

BULLY #3
Shut the hell up, you won't find
anyone that would wanna be friends
with your loser ass

The bullies then jump and beat up matt again and while this
is happening channce walks by to see it and goes to fight
the bullies off and chance is then seen fighting off the
bullies and the bullies are then going away.

BULLY #1
Come on chance, you really gonna
help this clown

CHANCE
He ain't do nothing to y'all, stall
him out

BULLY #2
Damn chance you getting soft

CHANCE
Y'all wanna prove that to be true

BULLY #3
It ain't even worth it, let's just
get out of here guys

CHANCE
Yeah that's what I thought

The bullies are then seen walking away and making an angry
gesture.
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CHANCE
(while looking at the
bullies)

Chumps

CHANCE
(while helping up matt)

Aye man you good

MATT
Yeah, yeah i'm alright, I think,
you know you didn't have to help me
out

CHANCE
Nah fuck those guys, they shouldn't
have beat you up like that

MATT
Yeah.....yeah I guess

CHANCE
What's your name bruh

MATT
Matt

CHANCE
Well matt as those punks said, my
name is chance

 MATT
(while quickly chuckling)

Cool

CHANCE
Was you about to go somewhere

MATT
Nah not really I was just walking
around by myself

CHANCE
I was walking around by myself too
believe it or not

Chance and matt then both laugh.

CHANCE
Come on man, I'll walk with you,
introduce you to some people

MATT
Yeah, yeah that would be cool,
thanks

Chance and matt then walk together.
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MATT
(while walking)

Dude you can fight really good

CHANCE
(while walking and
laughing)

Yeah it's a long story

MATT
(while walking)

I wish I could fight like you

CHANCE
(while walking)

Ah don't worry about it, we can
play some boxing video games and
i'll teach you how to fight like me

CHANCE AND MATT THEN LAUGH AND WHILE THIS IS HAPPENING THIER
BACKS GET AN EXTREME CLOSE UP PAN IN.

CUT TO:

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - MORNING (CONT'D)

It then transitions into RANDY (5, white, somewhat skinny,
brown parted hair) nervously walking over to katie and while
this is happening jennifer is watching from the other side.

RANDY
Um.....Hey Katie

KATIE
(while working on work
from her class)

What's up randy

RANDY
Whatchu doin

KATIE
Just trying to finish some of this
boring as hell work for one of my
classes

RANDY
Heh, what class

KATIE
Math, whatever the fuck, just tryna
put random answers down so I
atleast get some credit

RANDY
You know you didn't have to do that

Randy then proceeds to look around and then look down.
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RANDY
Just between me and you, I got the
answers if you want them

KATIE
Dude hell yeah let me see that shit

RANDY
(while getting his math
homework out of his
black bookbag)

Alright but just don't copy all of
the answers so the teacher won't
get suspicious

KATIE
Fuck no, of course not

Randy then laughs while handing over his math homework to
kaite and after this katie is seen copying his matt
homework.

KATIE
(while copying the
answers)

Randy Helmsley you're a mother
fucking genius

RANDY
Nah i'm not genius at all, I just
put in the effort and watch alot of
jimmy neutron

Katie and randy then start laughing.

KATIE
(while looking up at
randy and laughing)

You calling me lazy

RANDY
Never I was just

Katie then chuckles.

RANDY
Oh

KATIE
Even though you're the second
biggest jimmy neutron fan I know

RANDY
Who's the first

KATIE
I'll show you whenever his ass gets
to school
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KATIE'S MATH HOMEWORK THEN GETS ZOOMED IN ON.

INT. BRIAN'S PARENTS CAR - MORNING

It then transitions into BRIAN (5, glasses, fade, smart,)
drawing, writing and mapping out blueprints for his future
facility house, gadgets and other weapons.

BRIAN'S MOM
You got your lunch money for today

BRIAN
(while drawing)

Yeah mom I got it

BRIAN'S DAD
Also when you get home, your dinner
should already be on your dresser

BRIAN
(while drawing)

Thanks dad I know

BRIAN'S MOM
Also if you need help with your
homework

BRIAN
(while drawing)

Yeah I'm sure mom

BRIAN'S DAD
Hey brian I almost forgot to ask
but you still want that little
house of yours built

BRIAN
(while drawing)

Actually yes, even though I'll just
make most of it by myself

BRIAN'S DAD
I don't know son, you sure you
could build most of something like
that on your own

BRIAN
(while drawing)

Yep and it's gonna change lives,
whether it's just one person's life
or millions

CUT TO:

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - MORNING (CONT'D)

It then cuts to Jennifer who is walking over to katie and
randy.
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JENNIFER
Hey randy

RANDY
Oh, what's up jennifer

KATIE
Jennifer, I guess you're just gonna
act like I don't exist huh

JENNIFER
Oh sorry, hey katie

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
I'm just fucking with you, damn
y'all are both so gullible, anyways
what brings you over here tryna
hang out with the uncool kids

JENNIFER
Actually yeah, I was hoping I could
hang out with you guys

RANDY
Um sure, if that's alright with
katie

KATIE
Hell yeah of course you can, the
more the better I always say

RANDY
No you don't

KATIE
Yes I do.....starting today that is

Jennifer laughs then after this chance and matt come up
behind them.

CHANCE
Now this is my homie katie and some
guests

RANDY
Guest, you're one to talk marshall

CHANCE
Hey, you gotta earn the right to
say my last name first and last
time I checked I haven't given you
that pass helmsley

RANDY
Hey
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KATIE
Oh for fucks sake aren't you gonna
introduce us to your guest

CHANCE
Well as I was about to say before I
was unfortunately interrupted

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
Uh, whatever

CHANCE
This is matt

KATIE
What's up matt

RANDY
What's up man

JENNIFER
Hey

MATT
(somewhat nervously)

What's up guys

Brian then comes up to them.

BRIAN
What's up guys sorry I'm late I was
really busy working on something
last night and traffic was hectic 

CHANCE
Bro you've been working on this
something for a while, when are we
finally gonna see it

BRIAN
When it's ready I'll show you my
friend

KATIE
Oh by the way randy this is the
biggest jimmy neutron fan I was
telling you about

BRIAN
Guilty as charged

MATT
Jimmy neutron is kinda awesome

BRIAN
I know right!.....
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CHANCE
Matt, his name is matt

BRIAN
Nice to have another jimmy neutron
fan in the group matt

Raiez then shows up.

RAIEZ
Oh no not another geek

Raiez is then seen smirking.

KATIE
Please raiez jimmy neutron is
better than all those boring ass
cop shows you watch

They all laugh then the bell rings.

KATIE
Well time to split, see you fuckers
later

JENNIFER
Hold on katie, can we all walk to
our classes together today

MATT
Yeah I like her idea

KATIE
You mean like a group or something
I don't know that's not really my
cup of tea

CHANCE
Katie come on, we're all friends
here

RANDY
I....I gotta agree with them katie

KATIE
Raiez I know your jaded ass has
something to say

RAIEZ
I mean.....you did diss my show
watching taste

KATIE
Really? Brian how about you

BRIAN
The one who doesn't walk with the
group doesn't get to see what I'm
building
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KATIE
You gotta be shitting me

Katie looks at chance, matt, raiez, jennifer and brian who
are about to leave then katie chuckles.

KATIE
Whatever let's go before we all be
late to our damn classes

They are all then seen in a group shot laughing with each
other while walking. 

EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

It then transitions into them going to brian's custom made
FACILITY HOUSE and while this is happening wolfmother by
vagabond starts playing.

BRIAN
Well ladies and gentlemen this is
it

MATT
Woah this is one of the coolest
houses i've probably ever seen

CHANCE
Damn right about that one

KATIE
You mean to tell me you made this
entire thing by yourself

BRIAN
Gotta little bit of help from my
dad but beyond that it's all me

RANDY
This is awesome but I'm willing to
bet the inside doesn't look nearly
as cool as the outside

RAIEZ
I don't think that's a very smart
bet dude

BRIAN
Oh you guys haven't seen anything
yet

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

Brian opens the door of the facility house and everyone
walks inside and looks around in awe and astonishment.

CHANCE
Wow
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MATT
Mind, is, blown

KATIE
Okay remind me to turn on
nickelodeon when I get home so I
can watch as much jimmy neutron as
humanly possible

They all then laugh.

RANDY
I think it's gonna take more than
jimmy neutron for someone to build
something like this

JENNIFER
We are not in our hometown anymore

CHANCE
You can say that again, I love judy
garland

RAIEZ
Didn't know you was the judy
garland type chance 

CHANCE
Well we watched the wizard of oz in
class a while back and I think I
might have a crush on her

MATT
Yeah me too

KATIE
I would have dated her

RANDY
So would i

BRIAN
Me three

RAIEZ
Okay I'm not gonna lie, judy
garland was one of the most
beautiful women ever

KATIE
You know judy garland is great when
even raiez loves her

BEGIN MONTAGE:

 CUT TO:
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INT. FACILITY HOUSE - DAY (CONT'D)

Kaite, chance, matt, raiez, jennifer, randy and matt go to
thier rooms and decorate them.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

It then cuts to them going outside and playing and laughing.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

It then cuts to them taking turns playing video games. 

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - DAY (CONT'D)

it then cuts to them eating at the table with each other.

END MONTAGE

EXT. OUTSIDE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - DAY

It then cuts to jennifer in the afternoon on a nice sunny
day who is talking to her mom on her black nokia 3310 phone
while the other kids are going outside to the car riders
area.

JENNIFER'S MOM (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

Hey jennifer I'm not gonna be able
to pick you up from school today
until late

JENNIFER
(while on the phone)

Why

JENNIFER'S MOM (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

I have to meet with someone today
after work

JENNIFER
(while on the phone)

Oh okay, figured it would be
something like that

JENNIFER'S MOM (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

You sure you're okay with waiting

JENNIFER
(while on the phone)

Yeah it's whatever, i'll just try
to catch a ride home with one of my
friends if i can
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JENNIFER'S MOM (O.S.)
((while on the phone)

Okay that's fine, see you when i
get home jen

JENNIFER
(while on the phone)

Bye mom

Jennifer sits down by herself looking at all the other kids
go into the cars with their friends and family then katie
walks by and jennifer sees her.

JENNIFER
Hey katie wait up

KATIE
Oh damn what's up jennifer

JENNIFER
Hey i was wondering could you give
me a ride home

KATIE
Um, i mean , i would have to tell
sensai first

JENNIFER
Okay that's......that's alright

KATIE
Brb

Katie goes to tell sensai if he can take jennifer home and
after this Katie then goes back up to jennifer.

KATIE
Sorry jen....he said yes

They both start laughing.

KATIE
Come on

They both then walk to and get in sensai's green kia car
together.

INT. SENSAI'S CAR - DAY

KATIE
Sensai this is jennifer, jennifer i
already said his name so you should
already know who it is

 Jennifer and katie then start laughing.

JENNIFER
Nice to meet you sensai
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SENSAI
You too

INT. CHANCE'S PARENTS HOUSE - DAY

It then cuts to chance and matt who are playing video games.

CHANCE
No! no! no! no! no!

TV
Knockout!

MATT
Yes!

CHANCE
You getting good man, you just beat
one of the masters at this game

MATT
It's nothing, i guess I'm just
naturally good at playing video
games

CHANCE
I believe it too

MATT
You got something else to play

CHANCE
Yeah i got a few shooting games

MATT
Dude i could beat you in any
shooting game

CHANCE
Oh okay okay we about to see

 Chance then goes to get the video games.

CHANCE
These games are special to me bro

MATT
Why is that

CHANCE
They were my brothers favortie
games to play

MATT
Oh, sorry to hear about that man
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CHANCE
It's all good......but what you
need to be sorry about is this
beatdown you gonna recieve on this
game

Matt then laughs.

MATT
Don't make a check you can't cash
marshall

Chance then laughs.

CHANCE
Okay okay how you gonna tell me
life quotes and call me by my last
name first

They both laugh while chance puts the game into the console
and then it cuts to chances dad outside of the room looking
at matt and chance while smiling and nodding his head while
he walks on.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - DAY

It then cuts to raiez, randy and brian who are walking
outside of the elementary school on a sunny day and then
walking their separate ways.

BRIAN
So i guess i'll see you guys monday

RANDY
See you man

RAIEZ
Alright i'll see you

Brian is then seen walking more and eventually stops.

BRIAN
Hey guys

RANDY
Yeah

RAIEZ
What's up

BRIAN
You guys wanna come over my house
and watch some jimmy neutron this
weekend

RANDY
Hell yeah I just gotta see if it's
fine with my parents
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BRIAN
Raiez

RAIEZ
Well I was planning on watching one
of my boring ass cop shows but
watching jimmy neutron with you
nerds doesn't sound so bad either

They all then laugh.

CUT TO:

INT. SENSAI'S CAR - DAY (CONT'D)

SENSAI
Katie what have i told you about
starting fights at school

KATIE
I know but they're the ones that
started sh--

Katie and sensai look at each other.

KATIE
Problems with me first and you just
expect me not to retaliate

SENSAI
You can retaliate, but only when
threatened with a challenge

JENNIFER
Hey guys you wouldn't mind if i
went to your house 

KATIE
You gotta go that bad?

Jennifer then chuckles.

JENNIFER
Yeah

KATIE
Sensai say yes

SENSAI
Sure

JENNIFER
Thank you

SENSAI
You're welcome

KATIE
Ah don't mention it buddy old pal
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Jennifer chuckles and smiles. 

They then pull up to sensai's house which looks like a dojo.

JENNIFER
(while looking at
sensai's house)

Wow this is cool, wish my home was
like this

KATIE
Eh it's alright, i'll show you to
the bathroom

INT. SENSAI'S HOUSE - DAY

Katie and jennifer then walk to the part of the house where
the bathroom is.

KATIE
Soooo that leads us to the bathroom
which is this way, that door to the
right

JENNIFER
Thanks

Katie then walks away.

KATIE
Just don't take too long in there,
sensai is the suspicious type

INT. SENSAI'S HOUSE BATHROOM - DAY

They both laugh as jennifer is about to enter the bathroom,
then as she's washing her hands she looks at herself in the
mirror with a disappointed look and then she dries her hands
off with a towel and she then cuts the lights off and closes
the door behind her as she leaves out of the bathroom.

CUT TO:

INT. SENSAI'S HOUSE - DAY (CONT'D)

Jennifer then looks to see if the coast is clear as she
begins to walk around the house then she sees a picture of
katie and sensai and looks at it with a sad look on her face
about to tear up.

KATIE
Hey jennifer

JENNIFER
Coming

Jennifer then walks to katie.
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KATIE
Getting lost already

JENNIFER
Nah just looking around, you just
got such a beautiful home and
sensai

KATIE
Jen look if it makes you feel any
better atleast you still got a mom,
sensai is all i got besides you
guys

JENNIFER
You're right

Katie then smiles.

KATIE
Give me some

They both lock hands.

KATIE
Almost making me all emotional

They both laugh.

INT. MIDDLE SCHOOL - DAY

It then transitions into katie and jennifer arguing in one
of the hallways of their middle school.

KATIE
Fuck you, you stupid ass whore,
just like your mom!

JENNIFER
Atleast i got a mom

 Katie mocks jennifer's voice.

KATIE
Everyone has a mom you fucking
idiot!

JENNIFER
Yeah but is she still alive

Jennifer's friends and JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND (14, white,
somewhat stocky, blonde hair) laugh and katie then
sarcastically laughs.

KATIE
Shut the fuck up you bunch of
barbie doll wannabes i'll disfigure
all of you!
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RANDY
Guys calm down it's not worth it

KATIE
Randy don't tell me to calm down in
a time like this 

RANDY
I'm just saying

KATIE
Don't....say just not right now

JENNIFER
You tell her randy, that a boy

KATIE
Goddamnit i wanna beat the slut of
you even though at this point
that's probably an impossibility

JENNIFER
Ooouuu burn

RANDY
Katie just

KATIE
Just what.....just what randy,
who's side are you even on

RANDY
What...side....there is no side i
just want all of us to get along

KATIE
Nope, not happening i would never
want to be friends with a fake ass
wannabe miss american beauty
pageant bitch like her again

JENNIFER
Don't hate me cause i'm beautiful
katie

Brian, chance, raiez and matt then come to the argument.

CHANCE
What the hell is going on here

KATIE
Oh it's nothing just ho evans and i
are having a little confrontation

JENNIFER
Not very confrontational, seems ya
girl is all talk no fight
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KATIE
Fuck this i'm gonna bury this slut
into the ground where she belongs

JENNIFER
(sarcastically)

Oh no i'm so scared

Jennifer's boyfriend then enters the fray and confronts
katie.

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
You need to stop talking to my girl
like that unless you wanna get
yourself hurt

CHANCE
Shut yo ass up you ain't gonna do
shit!

Matt, raiez and brian try to hold back and hold back chance.

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
You wanna make me chancellor

CHANCE
Homie you already know what it is
when it comes to the hands!

KATIE
Chance it's cool i got this, he's
more of a manwhore than jennifer
is, you two are made for each other

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
Watch it

KATIE
Or what

Jennifer's boyfriend then gets in katie's face.

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
Now!

KATIE
(sarcastically)

Nooo please don't hit me wannabe
jock

Katie then fakes acting scared.

KATIE
Seriously though get out of my face
dude, you don't want this problem

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
Do something little girl
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Katie then sighs.

KATIE
I warned him

Katie then viciously beats up jennifer's boyfriend and then
while she's doing that the principal and other school staff
go over to the fight and try to break it up.

The principal then pulls katie away off of jennifer's
boyfriend as she's still trying to beat him up as raiez,
matt, chance and brian look at each other and shake their
heads.

Katie then kicks jennifer's boyfriend while he's down on the
ground.

KATIE
A punk ass boyfriend for a punk ass
bitch

Jennifer then waves at katie as the principal is pulling
away katie.

KATIE
Don't know why you waving i'm gonna
beat you like that next time i see
you!

CHANCE
That shit was fucked up, the hell
happened to you jen

RAIEZ
Sell out

Chance and raiez then leave.

JENNIFER
Bye katie's bitches

CHANCE
Whatever

RAIEZ
Rather be that than whatever you
are

JENNIFER
Y'all got something to say too or
are you just gonna stand there like
two lost puppies

Matt makes a hand gesture and they both walk away.

MATT
You used to be cool jennifer
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JENNIFER
Yeah and you never was

Matt and brian are walking away and matt gives her the
middle finger then jennifer is seen looking somewhat sad.

JENNNIFER'S FRIEND
Can't believe you used to be
friends with them

JENNIFER
Me either

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

Chance, katie, matt and brian are then seen hanging out at
brian's facility house at the big extended sleek wooden
silver dining table about to eat pepperoni pizza from
raimi's pizza and brian walks downstairs.

BRIAN
Well guys the good news is i got
randy and raiez on the phone

KATIE
Just cut to the bad news b

BRIAN
Randy couldn't make it

CHANCE
Any reason why not

BRIAN
Do you guys really wanna know the
answer to that question

MATT
I think we wanna know the answer to
that question equally as much as we
want to eat this pizza

CHANCE
Facts

KATIE
True that

BRIAN
Okay here it goes, you guys are
likely gonna be upset by it mostly
katie

KATIE
Oh boy this is gonna be a shocker

BRIAN
He's hanging with jennifer
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CHANCE
Damn that's tough

MATT
Two sellouts down, hopefully not
five more to go

BRIAN
You seem unusually quiet about this
reveal katie

KATIE
I mean what's there to say, i knew
he was siding with that ho at the
confrontation we had, let him go

BRIAN
Actually he's just trying to cheer
her up or something like that

CHANCE
Cheering her up for what, the way
she roasted us like that in front
of everybody, nah i'd let her be if
i was randy

MATT
For real

KATIE
Also she didn't say anything to his
sorry ass, how convenient

BRIAN
Look i know she's been acting
different but we don't know what
she's going through, maybe we
should atleast consider giving her
another chance

CHANCE
Nope

MATT
Pass

KATIE
Yeah i'll give her a second chance
when hell freezes over and even
then that's just a maybe, look i'm
tired of talking about this so can
we just eat this pizza already

BRIAN
Yeah sure

Matt, chance and katie are then about to grab a slice of
pizza.
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BRIAN
Wait a minute

KATIE
Whaat now

BRIAN
Raiez

CHANCE
Brian this better not be another
surprise explanation

BRIAN
He just couldn't make it 

MATT
Thank god, now can we eat

Brian then chuckles.

BRIAN
Yes you wild animals

They all laugh then brian goes to sit down as they all eat
the pepperoni pizza from raimi's pizza.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to brian who is throwing the pizza boxes away.

BRIAN
Well so much for leftovers huh

KATIE
Brian you should have saw that
coming

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Yeah and it's only the four of us,
imagine if randy and raiez were
here

MATT
They don't really seem like the pig
out eating type

KATIE
Don't know about raiez but randy's
skinny ass couldn't eat an entire
peanut butter and jelly sandwich in
its entirety

BRIAN
What makes you so sure about that
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CHANCE
Yeah sounds very specific to me

KATIE
Okay both of you shut up before i
make a pizza out of both of your
bodies

MATT
Admit it katie, you got feelings
for randall

Katie then starts laughing.

KATIE
Didn't know you had that good of a
sense of humor matt

CHANCE
Just sayin

Katie then mocks chances voice.

KATIE
You think i like a little dumbass
prick like him that's hanging with
my arch enemy as we speak

BRIAN
Look we can talk about whether
katie likes randy all night and day
but seriously speaking, you guys
just ever want to settle down and
talk

KATIE
We're talking right now, just not
on the subject i want to talk about

Chance then looks at matt.

CHANCE
She likes him bro

Chance and matt both laugh.

KATIE
Matt don't let chance get you
fucked up

BRIAN
No i mean like, just about what
we're feeling, we just get so
caught up with school and stuff
that we just can't talk

MATT
I Actually like that idea
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CHANCE
Sounds cool to me

KATIE
I've heard worse

BRIAN
Anybody want to share first or 

KATIE
This isn't a therapy session dude
i'll go first

CHANCE
Katie phoenix talking from the
heart, never thought i'd see the
day

They all laugh then katie laughs.

KATIE
Oh shut up be greatful i'm even
talking about this with you
peasants

KATIE
Well, i just want to say, i've been
through alot, we've been through
alot, through it all we've had each
other and believe it or not i don't
know where i would be without you
guys, also sensai

They all then chuckle.

KATIE
Even though everyone in this room
right now, whatever happens,
wherever life takes us, you guys
will always be the most important
people to me, we always got each
other, no matter what

CHANCE
Well, i'll certainly cheers to that

MATT
Me too

BRIAN
Me too and a half since i'll cheer
on raiez behalf

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
You fuckers are something else
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CHANCE
Oh come on kate you just had an
oscar worthy speech and that's the
best you gotta say after we all
just gave cheers to it

KATIE
The fuck are you talking about
chance, i said all i wanted to say

MATT
Katie you know what he's talking
about, it's okay to say it

KATIE
What....you two are unbelievable i
don't even know what ya'll are
talking about

BRIAN
Those three words

KATIE
Three words....oh no, i hate those
words, how about, i care about you
guys a great deal

CHANCE
Close enough

They all then start laughing.

KATIE
Close enough, psh whatever
"marshall"

Everyone then laughs.

MATT
Aye chance atleast she got the last
name first pass

CHANCE
It's never too late to get that
revoked

They all then laugh.

KATIE
(while laughing)

You wish

      BRIAN
(to himself)

I'm really gonna miss this when
high school rolls around
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INT. SENSAI'S HOUSE - NIGHT

The music then changes to going through changes by eminem as
it transitions into katie who is arguing with sensai as it's
raining outside.

SENSAI
Katie you can't keep performing
like this, i let it slide in
elementary and middle school but
you're in high school now, it's
getting unacceptable

KATIE
Sensai i know, you don't gotta keep
reminding me i'm not a little kid
anymore

SENSAI
Then why are you still acting like
one

KATIE
I'm not acting like a kid, i'm just
being myself like i always have

SENSAI
Starting fights at school over and
over again, constantly failing
grades, teacher complaints, this is
not the warrior i raised, you got
to look to the future now, i've
taught you all i could but now you
gotta take those lessons and
improve and better yourself

KATIE
So you're trying to say i'm not
good enough now, sensai i'm
grateful for everything you've done
for me but i gotta make my own way
and i will, but as far as the
future goes, maybe you won't be in
it for much longer, with all due
respect

Katie proceeds to walks away.

SENSAI
Be careful what you wish for
phoenix

KATIE
I'm not wishing, just letting you
know

Sensai then sighs.
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INT. HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING

It then transitions into matt standing by the red high
school lockers and looking at the time on his phone.

Matt then sighs.

MATT
Damn

It then cuts to chance talking to and walking with his
girlfriend BETH (18, white, dirty blonde hair).

BETH
So chance, if you actually were to
lose in a fight

CHANCE
Well that's theoretically speaking
since of course i'm never gonna
lose in a fight

They both then laugh.

MATT
He would probably cry like a little
bitch

Chance then sarcastically laughs and daps up matt.

CHANCE
Matt i know yo ass ain't talkin
tryna embarrass me of all people in
front of company

MATT
Oh my bad, my bad, what's up beth

BETH
No don't say what's up to me now

MATT
You really gonna play me like that

CHANCE
Tell his ass babe

They all then laugh.

CHANCE
Come on guys let's get some
breakfast i'm hungry as hell

 They all then walk to get some breakfast.

MATT
Well i know something you could eat
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BETH
Yeah and what would that be matt,
please enlighten us

MATT
You could eat beth's......

 Chance and beth are both then disgusted.

CHANCE
Matt get out of here before i knock
yo silly ass out

BETH
Yeah it's too early for all that
nonsense

CHANCE
It's never too early for nonsense
with that fool

MATT
Damn right

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Shut up man

INT. HIGH SCHOOL CAFETERIA - MORNING

It then cuts to brian who is getting breakfast in the
cafeteria when chance, matt and beth walk up on brian and
daps him up.

CHANCE
Brian what's good with you brotha
man

BRIAN
What's up chance

BRIAN
Hey beth

BETH
Hey brian

CHANCE
Aye brian what you doin today after
school bruh

BRIAN
Gotta go to work

MATT
On another facility house or
something
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BRIAN
No like a job job that pays money

CHANCE
Oh damn you got a j.o.b. already

BETH
Well atleast he's getting payed

MATT
True

BRIAN
Yeah i mean it's gonna be difficult
trying to balance my job with my
school workload but i can manage,
plus i wanted it anyways

MATT
Guess this means no more chillin at
the facility house for a while then
huh

BRIAN
Afraid not compadre but every now
and then maybe

CHANCE
Damn

EXT. OUTSIDE OF HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING

It then transitions into chance by himself on a cloudy day
at an area of the high school looking down.

CHANCE
Damn

Matt then shows up.

MATT
Chance what's up bro

CHANCE
(in a very serious tone
of voice)

Sup...bro

MATT
Why you say it like that

CHANCE
You know why

MATT
Why you mad at me then
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CHANCE
Cause you told me ya punk ass would
be here earlier

MATT
My bad bruh i just....i just was
busy

CHANCE
Yeah, busy, i believe you bruh

MATT
C'mon you really doubting me

CHANCE
I just told you i believe you right

MATT
Chance look i know this breakup
sucks but you gotta move on

CHANCE
What you mean i'm over it matt

MATT
If you over it then why did you
tell me to come here

CHANCE
Why did i tell you to come here,
maybe cause i just wanted to talk
to my homie

MATT
Yeah now you finally acting like my
homie again

CHANCE
Matt what the fuck are you tahm
bout

MATT
Just saying, kinda hypocritical
that the dude that talks about me
going over to him late does the
same thing to me

CHANCE
Same to you, didn't know we had a
meeting up time, you know damn well
i was waiting for beth, don't even
trip

MATT
Only person here trippin is you

CHANCE
Shut up you don't know what the
hell you tahm bout
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MATT
Yeah i do, gonna let some girl ruin
our friendship right

CHANCE
Our friendship, you sound like a
bitch, watch out

MATT
Watch yo fuckin mouth man

CHANCE
Or what you gonna do about it,
partna

They then get into a quick brawl.

CHANCE
What the fuck is happening to us
man

MATT
High school sucks is what's
happening to us

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Yeah

MATT
Chance sorry about this bruh, i'm
going through my own shit right now

CHANCE
Nah ain't no need to apologize, we
all going through some shit right
now, even though you do need to
apologize for them weak ass
fighting moves, i thought i taught
you better

They both then laugh.

MATT
Yeah okay but you the one over
there hurt

CHANCE
Please i'm gonna be alright

MATT
Ya know it's never too late for
round two

They both then laugh.

MATT
Bros before ho's
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CHANCE
Hell yeah, bros before ho's, always

They then get up and dap each other up.

INT. HIGH SCHOOL BATHROOM - DAY

It then transitions into chance and katie dapping each other
up near one of the high school bathrooms.

KATIE
You ready to get those
motherfuckers chance

CHANCE
Been ready

KATIE
Let's go get em

They both then go to one of the high school bathrooms to
beat up the bullies who bullied and beat up matt and brian.

CHANCE
(while beating up the
bullies)

You gonna beat up my mothafuckin
friends but you won't fight us
though, bunch of bitches

It then cuts to katie who is viciously beating up some of
the bullies who are in pain and agony.

KATIE
Shut the fuck up before i rip both
of your adams apples out

They both continue beating up the bullies.

KATIE
That all of them

CHANCE
I think so

RANDOM BULLY
What the fuck!

Both chance and katie look at the RANDOM BULLY (18, stocky,
hispanic, black hair) then look at each other.

CHANCE
Thinkin what i'm thinkin

KATIE
Yep

The random bully charges toward them then they both beat up
the bully together and after this raiez walks in.
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RAIEZ
What the hell

KATIE
(while breathing heavily)

Oh damn what up raiez

INT. PRINICIPAL'S OFFICE - DAY

Raiez, katie and chance are then seen in the principal's
office and as the principal is talking to them both chance
and katie are looking serious and when all of them are
walking out of the principal's office raiez goes one way and
katie and chance the other way and they look back at each
other with mad looks on their faces.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

It then transitions into them on a nice sunny day talking to
matt and brian outside of the high school at one of the red
thermoplastic coated high school tables.

BRIAN
Well

CHANCE
Well

KATIE
Vacation sure was fun wasn't it
guys

MATT
Yeah if you count being grounded to
absolute hell fun then maybe so

BRIAN
Yeah no kidding, my parents made me
do literally everything around the
house on top of working and calling
the teachers to give me all of my
school work

KATIE
Sheesh brian

BRIAN
That wasn't the bad part, no
building or working on tech stuff
was the bad part

CHANCE
I got black parents so you can
assume how hell like my suspension
vacation was

MATT
Your parents are nice though
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CHANCE
Yeah, nice until something bad
happens then it's hell on earth for
me

BRIAN
Speaking of hell on earth did you
guys hear raiez is leaving today

KATIE
Yeah whatever fuck him, good that
he's leaving cause if he would have
stayed he probably would have got
his ass beat

MATT
Well we could atleast gladly watch
him go for good old times sake

BRIAN
Sounds good to me

CHANCE
I'm in

KATIE
Oh what the hell an improper
goodbye wouldn't be so bad i guess

CUT TO:

EXT. OUTSIDE OF HIGH SCHOOL - DAY (CONT'D)

It then cuts to raiez who is putting his stuff in a black
gmc truck as he's about to leave then he looks back to see
matt, brian, katie and chance looking at him angrily then he
looks down and gets in the black gmc truck and while the
black gmc truck is leaving he looks back at chance, katie,
matt and brian with a serious look.

BRIAN
Another one gone

KATIE
Good riddance

CHANCE
Fuck that clown, i'm glad he's gone

MATT
Yeah me too

BRIAN
......Yeah

INT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

It then transitions into them talking inside the high school
at one of the wooden tables.
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BRIAN
You know what, can't believe we're
actually graduating guys

KATIE
Yeah especially after all the
bullshit we've been through

CHANCE
Plus some of the questionable gpas
some of us have

MATT
(while coughing)

Katie

Matt coughs again then they all laugh.

KATIE
Hey atleast it's good enough to get
me out of this clusterfuck of a
school, that's all that matters

Randy then comes over to chance, matt, brian and katie.

RANDY
Ya damn right about that one
phoenix

KATIE
Well well well look who decided to
rear his stupid ass head around
here again

CHANCE
Yeah, long time no see bruh

RANDY
Oh come on guys i was expecting a
warmer welcome back than that

KATIE
Why are you even here randy, your
little housewife ho ain't
delivering her goods to you anymore

Jennifer and her friends and her boyfriend then walk and
talk and laugh with each other as they pass by katie, randy,
brian, matt and chance.

RANDY
Well katie you got that right
actually

CHANCE
I guess that makes us both two
heartbroken high school bums huh
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RANDY
Nah, i mean, i never dated her or
anything like that, just talked to
her some but i don't like her

Jennifer then looks back at them quickly with a serious
sadlike look as her friends and boyfriend are talking and
laughing then katie looks back at jennifer and her friends
and boyfriend.

KATIE
What happened to you my friend

INT. HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION - DAY

It then transitions into high school graduation and katie's
name is called on stage then after this happens chance,
matt, randy and brian are celebrating and rooting her on
then katie looks back at them and laughs and shakes her
head.

KATIE
(under her breath)

You guys are fucking crazy

It then slowly close up in on jennifer who is looking at
katie along with looking at chance, brian, randy and matt
celebrating and cheering her on with a serious sadlike look
on her face in slow motion as JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND (19,
white, somewhat long dirty blonde hair) has his arm around
her.

JENNIFER'S BOYFRIEND
I'm surprised that crazy bitch has
any friends at all

JENNIFER
(in a sadlike voice)

Yeah tell me about it, i would know

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance, katie, matt, brian and randy who are
hanging out at the facility house on a nice calm night after
their high school graduation.

KATIE
Why y'all up in here acting like
some lames, we're out of school,
back in brian's facility house
thank fuck and we're adults now,
free to do what the fuck we want to
do

BRIAN
I mean just because we're
technically free to do what we want
doesn't mean that we don't have
other responsibilities
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CHANCE
Also like they say, life only gets
more difficult when you're out of
school

RANDY
True, it's kinda depressing to be
honest

KATIE
Okay look we made it through the
depths of fire and hell this far,
we can make through years more of
it together

MATT
Katie you're really good at this
voice of reason type shit

CHANCE
Big facts

BRIAN
True

RANDY
Matt hold this w

KATIE
I mean someone has to be there to
keep you fuckers in check

It then zooms out while all of them are laughing.

INT. JENNIFER'S HOUSE - DAY

IT THEN CUTS TO JENNIFER ON A NICE CALM DAY WHO IS IN HER
ROOM WHICH HAS COSMETICS SUCH AS MAKEUP, PERFUMES, SKIN
MOISTURIZERS, LIPSTICKS, FINGER NAIL POLISHES AND SHAMPOOS
ALL AROUND IT PACKING ALL OF HER STUFF IN A BLACK BAG AND
AFTER SHE'S DONE PACKING HER STUFF SHE GOES TO CUT HER ROOM
LIGHT OFF AND LOOKS BACK AT HER ROOM WITH A SERIOUS SADLIKE
LOOK BEFORE SHE LOOKS AWAY AT IT AND CLOSES HER DOOR THEN
SHE WRITES A LETTER TO HER MOM THAT SHE'S GONNA BE GONE FOR
THE SUMMER THEN SHE PUTS THE NOTE ON THE WOOD COUNTER AND
HEADS OUT OF THE HOUSE AND THEN GOES TO GET IN HER TEAL
HYUNDAI CAR AND LEAVES.

THE SECRET MINDS TITLE CARD APPEARS WHILE THE MAIN SECRET
MINDS THEME PLAYS.

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY - DAY

It then cuts to katie on a calm clear day who is walking on
raymond university campus and yawning then randy runs up to
katie from behind.

RANDY
Bae katie
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KATIE
Bae katie? Really? You are so
fucking lame randy

RANDY
It maybe lame but you know you like
it

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
Yeah in your dreams

RANDY
Katie, katie, katie always playing
hard to get

KATIE
A game in which you will never beat
me at

RANDY
But i'm gonna "get" you to come
over my dorm tonight

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Randy really dude your pick up
lines are atrocious

RANDY
But you're still laughing

Katie then laughs more.

KATIE
Cause i'm laughing at you not with
you dumbass

Katie then starts running.

RANDY
Hey where are you going

Katie turns around and gives randy the middle fingers and
after this randy then chuckles.

RANDY
Fuck you!

KATIE
You wish you could!

INT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY CLASSROOM - DAY

It then cuts to chance and matt who are in one of their
college classrooms.
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CHANCE
Yo matt how much you want to bet
katie shows up on time today

MATT
If i had enough money to bet with i
would just say unlikely

It then cuts to katie who is outside of the college
classroom arguing with a teacher and jennifer.

KATIE
Yeah whatever jennifer shut the
fuck up you slut you know i'll beat
all that lipstick off your fake ass
babydoll face

MATT
Speak of the devil

KATIE
(while walking inside the
raymond university
classroom)

Why i gotta stop when she was the
bitch talking shit first

KATIE
(while walking inside the
raymond university
classroom)

Yeah what the fuck ever

Katie then enters the raymond university classroom.

KATIE
What y'all staring at

CHANCE
Yo unusually early to class ass

Katie then sits down.

KATIE
Damn chance why you gotta say it
all like that, also why does it
even matter

MATT
Cause we made a bet that

KATIE
I wouldn't show up to this boring
ass class early i'm assuming

CHANCE
Yeah that's.....that's about right

Katie then chuckles.
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KATIE
Yeah whatever, i just want to know
which one you fuckboys won the damn
bet

CHANCE
I won, so matt you owe me money
white boy

Chance, matt and katie then start laughing.

INT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY DORM HALLS - NIGHT

Katie then walks the dorm halls to get to randy's dorm room
and then when she makes it to his dorm room she bursts
through the door to get in his dorm room.

KATIE
Fbi open up!

Randy then gets startled.

RANDY
Geez can't you knock

KATIE
(while laughing)

Nope

RANDY
Well anyways it's still a nice
surprise that you decided to show
up

KATIE
Yeah save it okay, i'm only here
cause i'm bored as fuck and got
nothing better to do

RANDY
Mhm make all the excuses you want
phoenix

KATIE
Don't push your luck, i could still
leave helmsley

Randy then chuckles.

RANDY
Doubt it

Katie then chuckles and smiles.

KATIE
Doubt it, i think you forgetting
who you're talkin to randall
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RANDY
I'm talking to the self proclaimed
baddest bitch at raymond university

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Are you out of your damn mind or
high or drunk or something i have
never even thought i was or
proclaimed any shit like that

RANDY
Well i think you are

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
Randall if you don't sit your corny
ass down i'm gonna go over there
and roundhouse kick you in the
throat

RANDY
(while walking to sit
down beside katie and
laughing)

Okay okay no need to get violent

KATIE
So where is your dorm mate anyways

RANDY
Probably out on campus doing some
stupid shit

KATIE
Well that's not surprising

RANDY
How about brian

KATIE
Eh, probably out fixing tech or
making an ai or some genius boy
stuff like that

They both then chuckle.

RANDY
So what about jennifer huh

KATIE
What about her!

RANDY
I was just asking, you two ever
think about squashing the beef
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KATIE
Hell no, she probably thinks about
squashing something else, plus that
bitch has been a pain in my ass for
too long now

RANDY
Yeah she has been acting kinda
bitchy since middle school but you
gotta admit she's kinda hot now
though

Katie then gets up.

KATIE
Are you fucking serious randy!

RANDY
What?! I was just kidding

KATIE
Oh you was just kidding huh, yeah
you got alot of nerve saying that
in front of my face you scumfuck

RANDY
Damn it was just a joke why you
trippin

KATIE
You're really a piece of shit cunt
you know that

Katie then goes out of his dorm room and randy is getting up
and following behind her.

RANDY
What??? I was just trying to be
nice to you damn

KATIE
(while walking away)

Oh boo hoo cry me a fucking river
with that i was just trying to be
nice stuff k

RANDY
You know what fine i hope jennifer
kicks your ass!

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
Yeah right i would love to see that
whore try to beat me in a fight
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EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY - NIGHT

Katie then walks outside of the dorm hall on a nice calm
night.

KATIE
Jerk

SHIRAI
Excuse me

KATIE
Yeah

SHIRAI
Do you know where the library would
be around here, i'm kinda new

KATIE
Yeah it's over there to the right
past hall h that should lead you
straight there

Shirai then smiles.

SHIRAI
Thank you

KATIE
You're welcome

SHIRAI
Oh i'm shirai by the way

KATIE
I'm katie, nice to meet you

They both begin to shake hands and laugh.

KATIE
I'll see you around i guess

SHIRAI
See ya

They walk their separate ways and while doing this katie
looks back at shirai and they smile at each other.

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY GRASS AREA - DAY

It then cuts to chance and matt who are throwing a football
to each other at a random grass area on campus the next day
which is a nice calm sunny day.

CHANCE
Bro you talk to katie last night

Chance then throws the football to matt.
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Matt then catches the football.

MATT
Nah did you?

Matt then throws the football to chance.

Chance then catches the football.

CHANCE
Nah man, just wanted to know since
i heard that her and randy got into
it last night

Chance then throws the football to matt.

Matt then catches the football.

MATT
Over what

Matt then throws the football to chance.

Chance then catches the football.

CHANCE
I heard it had something to do with
jennifer

Chance then throws the football to matt. 

Matt then catches the football.

MATT
That's not good at all

Matt then throws the football to chance.

Chance then catches the football.

CHANCE
Damn right about that

Chance then throws the football to matt.

 CUT TO:

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY GRASS AREA - DAY (CONT'D)

Katie then comes walking up to matt and chance furiously
while they're throwing the football to each other.

MATT
Guess i spoke too soon

CHANCE
Aye katie you trying to throw the
pigskin with me and matt
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KATIE
Not now chance, i came here to tell
you guys if ya'll know where
jennifer was

MATT
Last time i saw her she was down in
the cafeteria area, why ya'll
finally kiss and make up

KATIE
Fuck no, i wouldn't kiss that slut
if our lips got glued together,
even though i am about to beat the
plastic off that bitch

CHANCE
Damn just like middle school again

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY - DAY

All three of them then walk down to the cafeteria
frantically.

MATT
Katie i think you might want to
chill out on this one it's not
worth getting in trouble for

KATIE
Matt i don't really give a fuck
about that shit right now, she
deserves what's coming to her

CHANCE
I mean matt does got a point you
already gotta few strikes on your
record and for this they might kick
you the fuck off of campus for good

KATIE
Yeah chance i'm fully aware of
that, but like i said she deserves
what's coming to her, actually no
cause that analogy probably
benefits in her favor, also ya know
what leaving this shit show of a
campus doesn't seem like a terrible
idea as of right now if i'm being
completely honest

MATT
I'm guessing the reason y'all
fighting anyways is because of
randy
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CHANCE
That's probably true and don't get
me wrong randy is a homie of mine
but he ain't worth starting a fight
for

KATIE
Ok no first off fuck that pansy ass
bitch made punk, it's jennifer that
dosen't know when to keep her mouth
shut

INT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY CAFETERIA - DAY

All three of them finally walk in the raymond university
cafeteria.

KATIE
Okay i'm looking for the skank they
call jennifer evans have any of you
seen her i'm only asking once

Everyone in the cafeteria then starts staring.

MATT
(to himself)

Oh no this might turn out worse
than middle school

JENNIFER
Well well well if it isn't katie
phoenix and her little knockoff
gang buddies

KATIE
Bitch please atleast my "gang
buddies" haven't been fucked my
almost every guy on this campus

JENNIFER
Oooouuuu such a great comeback,
don't hate on me cause randy kicked
your bum ass to the curve

Katie goes to attack jennifer but chance and matt hold her
back.

KATIE
Oh yeah better my ass get kicked
then fucked in it by multiple guys
like you! So keep on talking i'm
gonna stomp your face in!

CHANCE AND MATT
Chill!!! Chill!! Chill!!! Chill!!!

JENNIFER
Oh please what are you gonna do hit
me huh
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Matt and chance then hold back katie and katie is looking
angry.

CHANCE
Jen c'mon fam why won't you just
stall katie out

JENNIFER
Same chance marshall, always tryna
act like a gangsta

CHANCE
First off i don't even know what a
"gangsta" is

Katie then gets out chance and matt's grip.

KATIE
That's it i've had enough of this
ho

MATT
Yep, definitely worse than middle
school

Katie then charges towards jennifer and while she does this
randy shows up and stops her in her tracks before she gets
up to jennifer.

RANDY
Katie wait

KATIE
What do you possibly want randy

RANDY
I can't let you do this

KATIE
I wonder why goddamn not

RANDY
Cause, cause i won't let you

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Oh really now

KATIE
Okay well i'm giving you about five
seconds to get out of my fucking
way or i'll have to seriously
unmercifully fuck you up randy

CHANCE
Katie ju--
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KATIE
Don't any of you even fucking
attempt to tell me how to handle
this situation right now

RANDY
Maybe you should listen to them
kate

Jennifer and her friends then laugh.

KATIE
Okay randy well maybe you should

Katie then punches randy to the ground and almost everyone
in the cafeteria gasp and ooouuu's.

RANDY
What the fuck katie you could have
broke my nose

KATIE
I should have broken your and
jennifer's entire face

MATT
Alright katie you got one fight in
for today now let's just get out of
here before

KATIE
Can't do that until this bitches
bitch gets her ass beat too

The raymond university principal then walks in the
cafeteria.

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Katie phoenix come with me

CHANCE
Guess it is like middle school all
over again bruh

KATIE
What????!!!! Why just me

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
I don't want to argue with you,
just come with me

KATIE
Uhhhh, fine

Katie looks at jennifer and her friends who are smirking and
laughing at her.

Katie then gives jennifer the middle finger.
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KATIE
If i didn't have to go i'd smack
that dumbass smirk off your face
and you know it

Katie spits on jennifer and everyone gasp and ooouuu's while
jennifer laughs and smiles then chance and matt look at each
other and shake their head.

INT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL'S OFFICE - DAY

It then cuts to katie and the raymond university principal
who are in the principal's office talking.

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Katie i think you know why you're
here so i'm just gonna get right to
it, your actions and behavior here
have been almost out of control in
the past and seeing as you already
have a number of strikes on your
resume including the situation
today in the cafeteria, i have to
put in under heavy consideration
that

KATIE
That you suspend or expel me from
campus i'm guessing

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Unfortunately that is correct

KATIE
What's so unfortunate about that

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Katie do you even like being at
this university

KATIE
Well i would say yeah but if i'm
being completely honest than nope
not much really

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Okay well i appreciate your honesty
but where do you plan on seeing
yourself five to ten years from now

KATIE
I don't know, i'm not really
thinking about the future right now

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
I see, well mrs. Phoenix based off
your academic history
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KATIE
Based off my academic history your
gonna try to say in the nicest way
you possibly can that i'm too damn
stupid to be here am i
unfortunately correct

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
No i wasn't gonna say or do
that.....look i know it's not easy
especially after all that's
happened with your parents

KATIE
Don't bring up my parents, they got
nothing to do with this
conversation

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
I apologize for that bu-

KATIE
Yeah right you apologize, apologize
for what! Apologize that you think
i'm not good enough for your busted
ass campus huh

RAYMOND UNIVERSITY PRINCIPAL
Mrs. Phoenix

Katie then gets up.

KATIE
No don't mrs. Phoenix or katie me!
You know what do what the fuck ever
you want for punishment cause i'm
over this

INT. KATIE AND BRIAN'S DORM ROOM - DAY

It then cuts to katie going into her and brian's dorm room.

CHANCE
Aye fighting champion of the world
katie phoenix, what happened

KATIE
Not shit yet

MATT
What you mean not yet

KATIE
Not yet as in a decision on what my
punishment will be, like i care
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CHANCE
Damn that don't sound good, usually
they just tell you that shit off
rip

Katie then goes and grabs a water from her mini refrigerator
and drinks it.

KATIE
Yeah i know but like i said i don't
give a flying fuck what happens

MATT
You'll probably give a flying fuck
if they actually do decide to expel
you

KATIE
Matt what part of don't care do you
not understand, if i go then i just
go

MATT
Chance what do you think about all
this

CHANCE
What's there to say, if she doesn't
care what happens then we can't
make her care

KATIE
Exactly chance, thank you

MATT
I understand that, but still i mean
where are you planning to go if you
do get expelled, that wouldn't look
good on an application form

KATIE
You say that like you think i'm
actually gonna go to another
college

CHANCE
So what exactly do you plan on
doing if you don't go to another
college

Katie then drinks water.

KATIE
I don't know

MATT
Sounds like a solid plan to me i
guess
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KATIE
Wow matt you're starting to sound
just like the damn principal with
all this having a plan stuff and
just like i told him i'm not
thinking about the future right
now, you know what now that we're
on the topic of the future what are
you guys plan for the future huh

CHANCE
Honestly i guess in time i'll see
where life takes me

KATIE
Matt

MATT
.......Tbd

KATIE
See! Fucking hypocrites

CHANCE
Hold on hypocrite is alittle harsh

KATIE
Nope it's one hundred percent
justified, but you see what i mean?
All of us are just dicking around
wasting four or so years of our
lives for what? A piece of paper
that probably won't mean much of
shit anyways

MATT
Ya know what katie if you hate it
here so much then why haven't you
just dropped out sooner

KATIE
Cause truth be told, it's because
of you fuckers and brian

CHANCE
Oooohhh really, who's the hypocrite
now, you would get expelled for us
though

MATT
That's facts

Katie then smirks and drinks water.

KATIE
Oh both you can go to hell

Chance then gets up.
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CHANCE
I would hate to and even if i did i
don't got time

MATT
Yeah i gotta dip too

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
Yeah okay bye losers

Chance and matt then walk out of katie's dorm room.

CHANCE (O.S.)
Thanks

Katie laughs and shakes her head while putting her water
bottle away.

SHIRAI
Katie hi!

KATIE
Oh damn what's up shirai, you need
something or was you just stopping
by

SHIRAI
No i was just walking by and
happened to see you

Katie then smiles.

SHIRAI
Well it was nice seeing you again
katie

KATIE
Yeah you too

INT. OUTSIDE OF KATIE AND BRIAN'S DORM ROOM - DAY

Shirai walks away and then katie walks out of the dorm room
behind shirai.

KATIE
Hey shirai

SHIRAI
Yes

KATIE
I was wondering could i have your
number?

SHIRAI
Sure!
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They both pull out their iphones and stand beside each other
while they give each other their phone numbers then while
this is happening shirai and katie look at each other and
laugh while they still are giving their phone numbers to
each other.

KATIE
Thank you and so um when do you
think it would be the best time to
text you

SHIRAI
You're welcome! Also you can text
me any time, i'll probably be
really busy some days but i'll find
time to reply to you as soon as i
can

Katie then smirks.

KATIE
Sounds great

Shirai then smiles.

SHIRAI
Okay well i gotta go, talk to you
later!

Katie then smiles.

KATIE
Will do

Shirai walks away and while she's doing this katie looks at
her and smiles then katie walks into her and brian's dorm
room and closes the door.

INT. KATIE AND BRIAN'S DORM ROOM - MORNING

It then cuts to the next sunny morning and katie's iphone is
ringing while katie is sleeping.

Katie then gets up, wipes her eyes and stretches.

KATIE
Damn ringing ass phone

Katie then checks the number that's calling her and has a
somewhat surprised look on her face before she answers it.

KATIE
(while on the phone)

The hell do you want raiez you
better have a good reason for
calling me
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RAIEZ (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

It's about sensai

KATIE
(while on the phone and
angrily as she urgently
gets out of bed)

What about him

RAIEZ (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

He's dead katie

KATIE
(while on the phone)

What! Raiez tell me your just
fucking with me right now, tell me
you're just kidding!

RAIEZ (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

I wish i was, katie i'm really s-

Katie then ends the call and throws the iphone down then
starts frantically pacing around her and brian's dorm room.

KATIE
You're sorry, you're sorry, you're
not fucking sorry, you're not sorry

Katie then gets on the bed and starts crying.

KATIE
.......I'm sorry

Katie then continues crying.

Pink matter instrumental then starts playing as katie gets
up and frantically looks for and eventually grab some earbud
headphones from in her drawer and when she finds them she
sits back on the bed, puts the earbud headphones in her
iphone and is seen angrily sitting on her bed and wiping
tears away from her face while having flashbacks and
memories of her and sensai.

Katie then goes on her iphone and looks at pictures of her
and sensai while she smiles and looks angrily at them as
tears fall on her iphone, she then remembers the time when
she was crying as a little girl and sensai saved her and and
katie then sees a picture with her katana that is extreme
close up in on and she looks at it angrily.

KATIE
It's time.......for you sensai
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EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY FOOTBALL FIELD BLEACHERS - DAY

It then cuts to brian who is running up to chance and matt
on the raymond university football field bleachers.

BRIAN
Guys you know where katie is i went
to study hall extra early this
morning and she said something
happened to her and to meet her
here

MATT
Your guess is just as good as ours
brian

Katie then walks up to them.

KATIE
I got a plan

CHANCE
Katie look i hate to hear about
what happened, i really am and i
know what wanting to get revenge
feels like but we ain't
superheroes, this plan you want to
do could get you or us killed and
now especially with raiez punk ass
on this case we got virtually no
chance of getting away with it even
if we did do this

BRIAN
I agree with chance, kate the risk
is just too high, this type of
stuff has dangerous consequences

KATIE
Yeah no shit guys y'all don't think
i know how dangerous or "risky"
this is? That's the reason why i
want to do this, plus i'm probably
gonna be expelled anyway so what's
the worst that could happen and the
sons of bitches that killed sensai
are still out there and i won't
stand by and just let them get away
with this

MATT
Katie we understand that but your
whole life is at stake here, i know
raiez is shady as hell but he'll
find a way to take them down
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KATIE
Nah that's not good enough for me,
i'll kill those cunts all by myself
if i have to whether i die trying
or not

Katie then angrily walks away.

BRIAN
I'll go try to go calm her down

Brian then walks away

MATT
Damn

Chance then sighs.

CHANCE
Matt you think this is worth it

MATT
Depends, you willing to take the
chance

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Are you?

MATT
Bestfriends stick together right

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY CAMPUS - DAY

It then cuts to chance and matt who are walking up behind
katie and brian.

CHANCE
Katie

MATT
Kate

Brian and katie then turn around.

KATIE
Y'all better tell me what i hope
you're gonna tell me or else i'll
dropkick both of you full force

Brian, katie, chance and matt all laugh.

CHANCE
Brian you in

BRIAN
Si
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KATIE
Look are you two gonna do this with
me is the real question

CHANCE
Alright we'll do this with you jerk

KATIE
Fuck yeah! Gotta go to the
principal's office bitches

Katie then runs to the principal's office.

BRIAN
Oh man what have we gotten
ourselves into

CUT TO:

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY CAMPUS - DAY (CONT'D)

It then cuts to katie, chance, matt and brian who are
walking.

MATT
So what punishment did he give you
this time

KATIE
Just a little slap on the wrist

CHANCE
Damn the principal is hella lenient
on you ain't he

KATIE
Just fucking with you i got
expelled we all ready to leave this
hell hold or what

BRIAN
Alrighty then

It then cuts to chance, katie, brian and matt grabbing their
stuff from their dorm rooms and then they go to the sleek
silver chevrolet cruze car with katie running to the sleek
silver chevrolet cruze car and all of them almost getting in
it.

KATIE
I'm driving

CHANCE
You just gonna drive brian's car
without asking, shame, don't you
know shame

They all then start laughing.
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KATIE
Chance don't make me fuck you up
before the bad guys now that
that'll be a shame

CHANCE
Brian and matt get ya girl

They all start laughing again while getting in the sleek
silver chevrolet cruze car and they then drive off as it
pans out of the university.

KATIE
Fuck you raymond university, you
will not be missed, let's go home

EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

It is day time close to the evening and they are seen 
pulling up to the facility house and after this they get out
of the car to go inside.

MATT
Facility house, sweet facility
house

CHANCE
I gotta say multiple playdates,
hangouts, parties and memories here
even years later this place never
ceases to amaze me like the first
time we all seen it

KATIE
I think we can all unanimously
agree that this is better than
being at raymond university

BRIAN
Of course i gotta agree with that

They all chuckle.

INT. KATIE'S FACILITY HOUSE ROOM - DAY

It then cuts to katie who is seen putting her stuff down in
her room.

KATIE
Damn i gotta text shirai

Katie then gets a phone call from raiez.

KATIE
Let me guess this isn't gonna be
shirai is it

Katie then checks her iphone.
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KATIE
Of fucking course it's not

Katie then answers the phone.

KATIE
(while on the phone)

You got about two or three seconds
before i decide to hang up so make
it short and sweet

RAIEZ (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

Katie i need you to come down to my
office as soon as possible, it's
serious

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Oops two or three seconds is up,
i'll be there

Katie then ends the call.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - DAY

It then cuts to matt who is plugging up a game system to the
lg oled tv while chance is playing a shooting game on his
phone and brian making a turkey and lettuce sandwich then
katie walks in and after this Brian then looks up.

BRIAN
What's up katie

RAIEZ
Raiez called again

MATT
What he say

CHANCE
Yeah i wonder what his mark ass had
to say

KATIE
Brian looks like i'm gonna have to
borrow your car homie

BRIAN
Wait why

KATIE
I gotta get down there to talk to
him some damn way i guess

CHANCE
Hold up can i come
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MATT
Me too

BRIAN
Yeah i also gotta go to since it's
my-

Katie then rolls her eyes.

KATIE
Just bring your asses on already

INT. RAIEZ'S OFFICE - EVENING

It then cuts to raiez who is looking through files then
MICHEALS (30, white, black hair) comes in his office.

MICHAELS
She's here

RAIEZ
Okay, send her in

Katie then walks into raiez office.

RAIEZ
Katie phoenix, long time no see

KATIE
Yeah i wish it was longer

Raiez then chuckles.

RAIEZ
How have you been katie

KATIE
I've been pretty good since you
left no thanks for asking

RAIEZ
What about chance, matt, brian

KATIE
Let's just say matt, brian and
chance aren't clamoring to see you
again to say the least and neither
am i so just tell me what you need
to tell and i'll be on my merely
way

RAIEZ
I think i may have found the person
that killed sensai

KATIE
Who, show me the son of a bitch
right now
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Raiez then pulls up a picture of ZELOS on his computer who
has a hooded black cloak and a mask on and shows it to
katie.

RAIEZ
His name is zelos

KATIE
Wonder why his parents decided to
give him that dumbass world of
warcraft god of war rip off name

RAIEZ
Where he's from is currently
unknown and under investigation but
he's said to be somewhat of a
warmonger, someone who envies in
rivalry warfare and knows how to
emotionally manipulate people

KATIE
His punk ass can't emotionally
manipulate me

RAIEZ
Also he apparently has had
connections to sensai

KATIE
Connections? What connections are
you talking about

RAIEZ
Supposedly a long time ago he knew
sensai, i don't know if it was as a
friend or maybe a student of his or
what

KATIE
Yeah but why has sensai never told
me about him or even mentioned him

RAIEZ
My guess is he did it to protect
you

KATIE
Protect me from what! This cunt and
his dumbass mask

RAIEZ
Katie, this guy is dangerous, plus
his group of mercs are scattering
around the city fast

KATIE
Well in that case any idea where
they'll be at tonight
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RAIEZ
Yeah but that's classified, we got
it under control

KATIE
No ya don't, atleast not fast
enough for me

RAIEZ
What do you mean by that

KATIE
I'm joining in

RAIEZ
Joining in, katie listen to me you
can not intervene, this is not your
fight, this is dangerous stuff

KATIE
Wow that seems like all everyone
wants to tell me is how dangerous
this is well you know what i want
the danger, i would love the thrill
of killing this zelos fuck and by
the way this became my fight after
he killed sensai

RAIEZ
Katie i understand you want
retribution for what happened but
this is for us and us only and we
will catch zelos along with the
people who did this but you have to
stay out of it or worse things will
happen, you don't know what you're
dealing with here

KATIE
Yeah i do, i'm dealing with a
backstabbing sellout ass crooked
agent or whatever the hell you are
who would rather be in a "office"
every day and not be there for his
own friends

Katie walks out and slams the door shut then after this
raiez sighs and looks down on his desk and shakes his head.

INT. WAREHOUSE - EVENING

It then cuts to zelos and the other bad guys RAIDING A
WAREHOUSE.

INT./ EXT. BRIAN'S CAR - EVENING

It then cuts to katie who goes back to the sleek silver
chevrolet cruze car and eventually gets back in the car.
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MATT
How did it go

KATIE
How do ya think it went

CHANCE
I figured so

BRIAN
Did you atleast get any new info

KATIE
Not really except now i know what
he looks like

BRIAN
That's it?

KATIE
Oh also apparently him and sensai
go way back and his stupid ass name
is zelos

CHANCE
Damn, you know his whereabouts
atleast

KATIE
Nope, raiez being his bitch self
wouldn't tell me where they were
gonna be at

MATT
Hold on, they?

KATIE
Yes they, which in turn is more fun
for me cause it means more mother
fuckers to kill and watching them
suffer in blood and anguish will
bring me great joy

BRIAN
As gruesome as that sounds you said
raiez didn't give you their
whereabouts though

KATIE
Yeah i was hoping you would say
something smart to figure this out

MATT
Why won't we just follow raiez then

CHANCE
How we gonna follow raiez if we
don't even know where he's gonna be
at
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BRIAN
I think i may have a solution for
that

MATT
Which is

It then cuts to a flashback of brian building the device.

BRIAN
I've been working on sort of an
interface that can do things like
track devices, it's in the very
early stages of development but i
think with enough time i could have
it complete and up and running very
soon

KATIE
I knew you would say something
smart

Katie then fist bump brian.

CHANCE
Aye that sounds dope and all but
what about tonight

BRIAN
I most likely can't get it done
tonight but i'll work on getting it
running as soon as possible

MATT
Sounds like a plan

KATIE
Hold on, we can't just go up into
the fight as our usual looking
selfs

MATT
So you mean we use costumes, like
mask and bulletproof jackets or
something

BRIAN
I really like the bulletproof idea

CHANCE
It's not a bad idea but i think we
gonna need something more than just
a mask and a jacket

KATIE
Hmmmmm.....you three scumfucks
thinking what i'm thinking
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CHANCE
Oh no let me guess

KATIE
Hell fuckin yeah!

EXT. CRAVEN PRESCOTT MALL - NIGHT

They are then seen pulling up to the craven prescott mall
and getting out of the sleek silver chevrolet cruze car
while without me by eminem plays.

KATIE
Fuck yeah

Katie then runs into the mall.

CHANCE
Aye brian i hope your wallet is
full

BRIAN
I'm guessing y'all are gonna be
expensive spenders

CHANCE
Nah just kinda, but really, maybe
not really

INT. CRAVEN PRESCOTT MALL - NIGHT

BEGIN MONTAGE:

CUT TO:

INT. CRAVEN PRESCOTT MALL - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Chance, katie, brian and matt are then seen going to
different areas and departments of the craven prescott mall
gathering diffrent types of clothes for thier costumes.

END MONTAGE

EXT. RAYMOND UNIVERSITY - NIGHT

It then cuts to the bad guys who are stealthily sneaking
around raymond university and after this they then shoot and
throw smoke bombs around campus and when they do this
everyone is running around in panic.

EXT. RANDY'S DORM ROOM - NIGHT

Randy then hears all the noise and looks outside of his dorm
room window.

RANDY
Oh shit, i gotta get the hell out
of here
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INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts to katie, matt and chance who are designing and
putting on their costumes.

INT. ABANDONED WAREHOUSE BUILDING - NIGHT

It then cuts to the bad guys who are taking the raymond
university students they captured into an abandoned
warehouse building and throwing them down.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance, matt and katie who are texting each
other to see if their costume designs are done.

CUT TO:

INT. ABANDONED WAREHOUSE BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to the bad guys who are interrogating the
raymond university students.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to brian fixing up the interface device and
smiling.

CUT TO:

INT. ABANDONED WAREHOUSE BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to the bad guys who are shooting and brutally
MURDERING THE RAYMOND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS they captured with
their blood splattering everywhere and while this is
happening zelos shows up in show motion and SPARKS A
LIGHTER.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to brian who is working on the interface
device.

BRIAN
Okay, i think i got it

Brain then looks up.

BRIAN
.........Guys

It then cuts to chance, katie and matt in their costume
while the main secret minds theme plays.
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KATIE
I know.......we look fucking awful

They all then start laughing.

CUT TO:

INT. ABANDONED WAREHOUSE BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to the bad guys who are sending the footage of
them murdering the raymond university students to katie.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

BRIAN
Guys the costumes look awesome

CHANCE
They look alright

MATT
Chance you just sayin that cause
you ain't a big fan of the costume
idea

CHANCE
No that's why i said they look
alright as in y'alls look alright
as in my costume is the best one
and it's not even a contest

KATIE
Yeah right chance you dressed like
a knock off bootleg version of a
merc hitman for hire and matt you
look like you got a cheap dollar
general store brand pre 2009
clearance sale costume on

MATT
Yeah okay pink and white nikes

Chance and matt start laughing and dap each other up.

Katie sarcastically laughs then she gets a notification on
her iphone and checks it.

KATIE
The fuck is this

Katie then taps on the footage and has a confused look on
her face.

KATIE
Ummm guys ya'll might want to watch
this
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Brian, chance and matt then come over to katie to watch the
footage of the bad guys murdering the raymond university
students.

MATT
Oh shit

The footage then continues playing and they're still
watching it.

CHANCE
Yo i knew some of them

It then cuts to chance, matt, katie and brian all looking on
in shock and terror as the footage continues to play.

The footage then eventually ends and everyone is walking
around and looking shocked at what they've just seen.

BRIAN
Kate i'm.......they're really
gunning for you

KATIE
Yeah i know, that's why i'm here,
that's why we're here to take them
and zelos out once and for all,
they're gonna get what's coming to
them somehow someway

CHANCE
Katie after what i just seen, i
don't know, maybe we are outmatched
on this one

KATIE
Outmatched huh, now you wanna say
we're outmatched, you sound just
like raiez right now

Matt then looks at brian.

MATT
You might not want to interfere in
this bruh

CHANCE
Okay nah don't even compare me to
raiez, i'm just sayin his guys are
already on this shit and maybe they
got a better shot at taking down
zelos guys than we do

Brian then looks at matt.

BRIAN
Yeah that sounds like a great plan
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KATIE
Better shot than we can! The fuck
are you talking about we can do
this! We got what it takes

CHANCE
Katie look at the results! They
just killed a group of innocent
college students, some of them good
people i knew, sensai taught you
every fight move you know and zelos
still was able to kill him too,
what chance you think just us four
have against someone like that

KATIE
You know what chance fine if you
don't want to do this just go cause
i'm about done with you and raiez
with this trying to protect me
bullshit when the person that
protected me for me for years is
dead and i will avenge him

Chance then nods his head.

CHANCE
Yeah okay you know what supergirl,
you just go ahead and do that

Chance then walks away.

KATIE
Shame, just gonna walk out on us
and walk away from the fight like a
little bitch

CHANCE
You know what fuck you katie you
always got some bullshit to say,
why won't you just grow up and take
some responsibility for once in
your life

Katie then walks over to chance furiously.

KATIE
You want to keep talking fake tough
or do you want to keep your face in
tact cause i'd sure love to break
it right now

Brian and matt then try to break up the argument.

MATT
Chance just let it go it's not
worth it
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BRIAN
Katie just chill out we got bigger
issues

CHANCE
Nah matt i'm cool bruh, it's just
same old katie, always trying to
resort to violence for everything

KATIE
You're one to talk mr i'll fight
anybody like you'll actually do
anything, ya know what take your
best shot at me marshall

BRIAN
Guys c'mon just cut it out

CHANCE
Brian i'm good, it's the crazy one
over there getting heated and oh
katie just so ya know i've never
been scared of you

Chance then almost walk away.

MATT
Kate

KATIE
No matt let him go, i'm sorry you
and i had such a pussy for a friend
all of these years

CHANCE
I'm done with you katie, fuck this!

KATIE
Yeah run away from your problems
right, that's what you do, let's
see you fight your way out of this
one

CHANCE
Watch it

KATIE
Did i not say it loud enough for
you, yeah run away from your-

CHANCE
God dammit i'm not running! Why
won't you just shut the fuck up!

KATIE
Then why!

CHANCE
Cause i........
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Chance then sighs.

CHANCE
I've already lost one bestfriend
and i sure as hell don't want to
lose another

Chance then walks away to go to his room and then katie,
matt and brian look at each other.

KATIE
I got somebody to text

Katie then walks away and goes to her room. 

INT. RAIEZ'S OFFICE - NIGHT

IT THEN CUTS TO RAIEZ WHO IS IN HIS OFFICE ON HIS COMPUTER
LOOKING THROUGH FILES AND A NOTIFICATION POPS UP ON HIS
PHONE SO HE CHECKS IT AND HAS A CONFUSED LOOK ON HIS FACE
THEN HE WATCHES THE FOOTAGE OF THE BAD GUYS MURDERING THE
RAYMOND UNIVERSITY STUDENTS.

RAIEZ
What the hell

Michaels then storms into raiez office.

MICHAELS
Raiez there's something i gotta
show you

RAIEZ
You got the same video too

MICHAELS
Yeah

RAIEZ
Michaels these guys aren't playing
around, we need to get to them and
zelos even sooner than i originally
thought

MICHAELS
What about phoenix, you think she
knows about the footage

RAIEZ
Don't know but i'm about to find
out

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts to katie walking to where chance, matt and
brian are.
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KATIE
Okay so ummmm....i got some semi
surprising news

BRIAN
(while working on the
interface device)

No offense katie but i don't think
any news developments at this
moment of time would surprise me

KATIE
Well it's not any news on any of
the cunts that killed sensai,
somebody i've been talking to might
have to stay here for a few days
with us

CHANCE
Somebody who

Katie then looks at chance with a somewhat scornful look.

KATIE
Before i was rudely inter fucking
rupted i was gonna say shirai sane

MATT
I don't think i've ever heard of
her

KATIE
Yeah she was kinda new at school

BRIAN
You sure she's okay with staying
here, you know after what happened
at school and what we gotta do

KATIE
It's cool we talked all that shit
over

CHANCE
I'm surprised she just went along
with that so easily

KATIE
What are you trying to say now
"chancellor" 

CHANCE
All i'm saying is you sure she
knows your a---

KATIE
Yes chancellor she does cause
unlike you she's actually cool and
understanding
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MATT
Guys let's not get into it now, i
think we all unanimously agree that
she can stay here but just make
sure she's safe

Katie's phone then rings.

CHANCE, MATT AND BRIAN
Raiez

KATIE
Wow ya don't say

Katie then answers the phone.

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Yes ma'am

RAIEZ (V.O.)
Katie we got a video

KATIE
(while on the phone)

A video of those chumps that killed
sensai killing raymond university
students you was gonna say

RAIEZ (V.O.)
Yeah, yeah you got the video too

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Yeah, yeah if i didn't i wouldn't
have just explained it to you

RAIEZ (V.O.)
Okay well just keep me posted if
you get any more things like that

KATIE
(while on the phone)

K, bye

Katie then ends the call.

MATT
Let me guess he said nothing about
the location of zelos or his goons

KATIE
(while on the phone)

None, he just said some bullshit
about keeping in touch with him

BRIAN
Katie you're right!
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KATIE
What, right about what?

BRIAN
How did i not think of this sooner

CHANCE
Think of what

BRIAN
I can just track his phone

MATT
How do you know his phone is even
trackable

KATIE
I've seen his phone, it's basic as
you can get

BRIAN
Perfect

CHANCE
You sure your device is even
complete enough to pull this off

BRIAN
That my friend i'm not sure of but
i'm about to find out

Katie then gives brian her phone.

BRIAN
Just gotta tweak some stuff

It then cuts to katie who looks at matt with an impressed
look.

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to brian who is fixing the interface device
more then a blue light appears and shines upwards from it.

BRIAN
Alrighty guys this is the moment of
truth

It then cuts to chance, matt and katie who are seen looking
on in anticipation.

KATIE
Why couldn't raymond university
classes have done something this
cool
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MATT
You probably still wouldn't have
stuck around

KATIE
Probably not, but still, nah

BRIAN
Okay guys and.......bam!

It then cuts to the blue light which TRANSFORMS INTO AN
INTERFACE.

BRIAN
Got it!

KATIE
Damn i guess years of watching
jimmy neutron actually pays off

MATT
Never thought you could impress me
more than the facility house brian
but i'm glad i was wrong

CHANCE
Yeah if this is only the beginning
version i can only imagine what
it'll be like later on

BRIAN
Thanks guys, i might even give it a
name after more updates

KATIE
So we can finally get those fuckers
now

BRIAN
Well first i gotta work out alittle
bit more of the kinks but i think
it's ready to go for now

KATIE
That's all i needed to hear, i'll
be getting ready

INT. KATIE'S ROOM - NIGHT

Katie proceeds to slide her katana out of the case and picks
it up then she looks at it.

KATIE
(while looking at her
katana)

For you sensai, all for you
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INT. CHANCE'S ROOM - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance who is in his room taping up his
hands.

MATT
You ready

CHANCE
(while taping up his
hands)

.......I'm always ready

They then dap each other up.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance, matt, brian and katie who are all
standing around the interface device.

CHANCE
So what's the plan

KATIE
The plan is we get in, we get
raiez, we kill those mother fuckers
and dip out that bitch

MATT
That's a dope plan

KATIE
Thank you matt, cause it is a dope
plan

Chance then rolls his eyes and sighs.

CHANCE
Brian what's the plan as far as
locations go

Katie looks at chance and gives him a snarky look.

BRIAN
This red location here

Brian then points on the location on the interface device.

BRIAN
Is where raiez is and since his
people are gonna be crowded around
there you guys are gonna have to go
in there stealthily, sort of

MATT
Makes sense

KATIE
Then after that
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BRIAN
Then after that it's basically what
your plan was katie

KATIE
Ex fucking actly

INT. BRIAN'S CAR - NIGHT

It then cuts to them in brian's sleek silver chevrolet cruze
car driving to the location where raiez and the bad guys
are.

BRIAN
Okay so what i'm thinking is i'm
gonna go to this exit up here and
pull over to the side someplace
then from there that's when y'all
do what ya do

KATIE
What an awesome plan bri--

CHANCE
We do this as a team

Chance then looks at katie.

KATIE
We fucking know that already
chance, gosh

Chance then shakes his head.

BRIAN
Also i've been working on the
device so long that i haven't been
working on the weapons and gadgets
for you guys to use so sorry that
you'll have to go mostly empty
handed this time

CHANCE
It's all good brian, me and matt
will just fuck them up bare
handedly if we have to

MATT
Damn right

Chance and matt fist bump each other.

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
As if
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CHANCE
You got something to say mrs i
already got a katana

KATIE
Oh i'm just saying matt i believe
can give those guys an ass kicking,
you chance not so much and second
of all if you don't shut the fuck
up already talking shit i'm gonna
take this katana and cut your
throat open with it

MATT
Guys c'mon can we just get along
for this missions sake

CHANCE
Yeah we can and we are, matt

Chance then look at katie with a serious look.

KATIE
Okay ya know what i'm just gonna
turn on the radio

Katie then turns on the radio and goes through multiple
stations until she ends up on remedy by seether.

KATIE
Now this is the going to kill type
of music i need

They then end up at the place where raiez and the bad guys
are.

CHANCE
Alright just like we discussed

KATIE
They are so dead

Katie then gets out of the car.

CHANCE
Yep, there she goes

MATT
So you really ready chance

CHANCE
Ready as i'll ever be

Matt then nods his head and gets out of the car.

BRIAN
Hey chance
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CHANCE
What's up

BRIAN
Don't die

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
I'll be alright, it's those two i
gotta worry about

Brian and chance then laugh.

CHANCE
See ya man

EXT. BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT

It then cut to chance, matt and katie looking at the
building that the bad guys are in.

KATIE
Well guy and girl here goes nothing

Katie then runs to the building.

INT. BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT

All three of them find a way to stealthily get in the
building and when they are in the building they all fight
some of the bad guys alongside raiez and the agents which
ends in them taking raiez and jennifer to brian's sleek
silver chevrolet cruze car. 

INT. BRIAN'S CAR - NIGHT

It then cuts to brian who is writing down and drawing ideas
for weapons, designs and gadgets then katie, jennifer,
chance, raiez and matt rush to brian's car and goes in it
then brian gets startled.

BRIAN
Oh my god you guys scared the crap
out of me

KATIE
Yeah we look like crap too but
brian you gotta fucking push that
gas as quick as you can right now

BRIAN
Okay okay

Brian then looks back.

BRIAN
Wait hold on jennifer!!!!??? What
the--
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CHANCE
We'll explain when we get back to
the facility house but brian we
really gotta get the fuck outta
here now

BRIAN
Alright alright i'm on it

INT. BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT

It then cuts to the bad guys who are killing the rest of the
agents.

BAD GUY #1
Lets get outta here

THE BAD GUYS THEN GET SHOT MULTIPLE TIMES AND SOME OTHER BAD
GUYS GET SHOT UNTIL THE AGENT THAT WAS SHOOTING THEM RUNS
OUT OF BULLETS THEN ZELOS APPEARS AND THROWS A KNIFE AT HIM
AND WALKS OVER TO HIM WHILE THE AGENT SCREAMS IN PAIN AND
AFTER THIS ZELOS WALKS OVER TO HIM MORE THEN DRAGS HIS BODY
TO A NEARBY WALL AND KICKS THE AGENT IN THE HEAD WITH SO
MUCH FORCE THAT HIS NECK BREAKS THEN THE AGENT IS SEEN DEAD
AND BLEEDING OUT. 

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

BRIAN
Well it's nice to have most of the
gang back together again, despite
the circumstances

Chance then drinks water.

CHANCE
Nah, i'd never want to be
affiliated with raiez sellout ass
again under any circumstances

KATIE
Well there's more than one sellout
in here who i wouldn't want to
affiliate with who i'm glad is in
her room and not in my sight at
this very moment

RAIEZ
Look i don't know what you guys are
doing or planning here or how you
happened to know where i was gonna
be at

MATT
It's because we, we tracked your
phone
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RAIEZ
Wait a minute you what? Do you know
i could get all you guys arrested
for something like that

CHANCE
Yeah whatever, yo bitch ass ain't
gonna lock up nobody

RAIEZ
Marshall why won't you let it go
already man, all that stuff
happened a long time ago

KATIE
So we're just suppose to trust you
again

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Nah i'll pass on that

CHANCE
Plus raiez you know good and damn
well why i ain't letting it go bruh

RAIEZ
Oh yeah then why did you guys save
me if you didn't want me here huh

MATT
Honestly we kinda needed you here
to give us some classified
information

RAIEZ
Information, let me guess
information on zelos and his guys

KATIE
Duh no shit, what else could it be

RAIEZ
Well you know what i shouldn't give
you guys a damn thing

CHANCE
You will, or i'll make you

RAIEZ
Yeah and what are you actually
gonna do huh, beat me up get the
information, go to all the spots
they'll be at and get killed in the
process cause judging by the way
you guys look after fighting them
the first time you guys got your
asses kicked
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KATIE
I still fucked them up regardless

CHANCE
Uh, we fucked them up regardless

RAIEZ
Look at you, not even getting along
and you expect to take down those
guys

CHANCE
Raiez stay out of it bruh

RAIEZ
No i'm tired of playing around! You
all need to let me out of here
right now and stay out of this!
Y'all are just getting yourselves
into shit you have no business
being in

JENNIFER
(while walking)

Plus just so we're clear, you all
stay out of mine, sorry brian but
i'm not here to be apart of this
little clubhouse group anymore

Katie then furiously walks over to jennifer.

KATIE
Well sorry you're here now bitch so
you stay out of my way before i
smear your blood, body parts and
that cheap ass makeup all over this
clubhouse

JENNIFER
Oooouuuu, i'm soooo scared

KATIE
You fucking should be!

BRIAN
Look guys arguing about this isn't
gonna make the situation any better
or any worse, look raiez maybe
getting you here for information
wasn't the most ideal way but we're
all in over our heads here and we
can atleast try to work together
and stop these guys and zelos

KATIE
I agree
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RAIEZ
Okay fine, i give you the info, we
take them down and right after that
we're done

MATT
Sounds like a plan we can all
unanimously agree with

Shirai then knocks on the door and everyone looks back.

CHANCE, RAIEZ, JENNIFER AND MATT
Who the fuck is that!

KATIE
It's just shirai you bunch
of.......nevermind

RAIEZ
Who

CUT TO:

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT (CONT'D)

Bonecracker by shocore starts playing and everyone then
gathers around brian's interface device.

MATT
Alright raiez what's the plan

SHIRAI
Wow that interface is really cool

KATIE
(in a wisper like voice)

Fuck yeah it is, cooler than
chance, raiez and especially
jennifer for damn sure she's just
ikky

Shirai then laughs.

RAIEZ
Fourteen locations that's where
they'll be at

INT/EXT. BAD GUYS LOCATION ONE - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance, jennifer, matt, raiez and brian at
location one beating up some of the bad guys.

RAIEZ
We strike quickly and get out                  

INT/EXT. BAD GUYS LOCATION TWO - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance, jennifer, matt, raiez and brian at
location two beating up some of the bad guys.
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KATIE
I don't know i kinda want to savor
the beatings i give them

INT/EXT. BAD GUYS LOCATION THREE - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance, jennifer, matt, raiez and brian at
location three beating up some of the bad guys.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

CUT TO:

INT/EXT. FACILITY HOUSE/THE REST OF THE BAD GUYS LOCATIONS -
NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to katie, chance, jennifer, matt, raiez, brian
and shirai drinking beer while cutting back to chance,
jennifer, matt, raiez, katie and brian beating up the bad
guys at all of the remaining locations.

END MONTAGE

INT. KATIE'S ROOM - NIGHT

It then cuts to katie who is in her room on a nice calm
night with a fancy white dress on getting ready for her date
with shirai and matt is knocking on the door.

KATIE
Who is it

MATT
The real question is, who isn't it

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Matt what does your dumbass want

Matt then laughs and walks in.

MATT
I was just seeing if you wanted
too......damn you look like you
going to the met gala or something

Katie then laughs.

KATIE
Nah me and shirai are about to go
on a date

MATT
Woah for real, i didn't even know
dating was your cup of tea
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KATIE
Yeah well i haven't really been on
a date before so i figure i might
as well try something new i guess,
plus i need to get away from all
this killing shit and just enjoy
myself

MATT
I feel you on that, well i hope you
and shirai have fun while i have
fun whooping chance and raiez ass
on this video game in there

Matt walks away and after this katie then laughs.

KATIE
Please do

MATT
Oh i will, trust me

Katie laughs and shirai then walks in katie's room and
knocks on her door and after this katie looks back.

SHIRAI
Hey katie i'm sorry for
interrupting, i just wanted to see
if you was ready and wow you look
great

Katie then smiles.

KATIE
Thanks you look great too and it's
okay i was done anyways

SHIRAI
Oh okay, well you ready to go

Katie then smiles.

KATIE
Hell yeah i've been ready to go for
like fifteen minutes now

They both laugh as they walk out of the room.

INT. BRIAN'S CAR - NIGHT

It then cuts to them getting in brian's car.

SHIRAI
So where are we going

Katie then look at shirai.
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KATIE
If i told you it would ruin the
surprise

The car then drives off really fast.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts back to chance and matt who are playing video
games.

CHANCE
Go!

MATT
Chance i already got you beat bro

CHANCE
No the fuck, shut up man

MATT
Why you gotta get so mad

CHANCE
Bruh i ain't mad you the one mad

MATT
Just one more shot

CHANCE
No

MATT
Yes

CHANCE
No!

MATT
Yes!

CHANCE
Fuck!

MATT
Yo chance you tryna get beat again

CHANCE
Nah i want to beat you with the
controller is what i want to do

MATT
Oh man why you gotta be a bad gamer

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Ya know what i'll be outside, don't
need me
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EXT. THE DECK - NIGHT

It then cuts to jennifer who is out on the WOOD DECK looking
at her phone with a serious look then chance comes out to
the deck.

CHANCE
Jen evans, what you doin out here
by your lonesome

Jennifer then chuckles.

JENNIFER
Didn't expect you to be out here
chance

CHANCE
Yeah well i figured i would come
out here or punch the tv screen in
a fit of rage

Jennifer then laughs.

JENNIFER
All of that over a video game,
couldn't relate

CHANCE
What you mean getting that shot is
important

JENNIFER
Important huh, thought you said you
didn't kill

CHANCE
I don't, in real life

Jennifer then chuckles.

JENNIFER
I'll take your word for it marshall

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
............Aye jen

JENNIFER
Yeah

CHANCE
Why.........why did you leave

JENNIFER
Leave what
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CHANCE
Us, the clubhouse group as you call
it

They both then laugh.

JENNIFER
Let's just say there's some stuff
you don't know about me chance

CHANCE
I'll take your word for it evans

JENNIFER
You better had

CHANCE
Oh i better had huh

JENNIFER
Still acting like a tough guy

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
Okay so i'm acting tough now, says
the one that left her friends
behind her but ya know

JENNIFER
Stop thinking you know everything
about me chance!

CHANCE
Damnit then why jennifer! Atleast
we know why raiez left

JENNIFER
Because! Because......growing up
without a father barely having a
mom who's there for you and would
rather be with other guys than be
with her own daughter, i somehow
wanted to be just like her cause
she was the only role model i had,
you just get into a mentality
sometimes where you don't think
rationally cause you're so consumed
by hatred or negativity that you
lose the beauty of yourself

CHANCE
I feel you, but you know we had
your back, you could have come back
to us anytime, you didn't have to
feel like you was alone even when
people were around you
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JENNIFER
Yeah but, you know how katie would
have reacted, she probably would
have never cared to be friends with
me again anyways

CHANCE
Nah, katie can be alittle crazy
sometimes and we're not seeing eye
to eye right now but i know deep
down she still cares about you

JENNIFER
That's the thing between me and
katie, she can be whatever she
wants to be and not hide behind a
mask of insecurities and she had
someone that was always there for
her, wish i had that

CHANCE
Jen you can be who you want to be,
you don't have to impress Nobody,
just be yourself

Jennifer then chuckles.

JENNIFER
That's easier said than done

CHANCE
Still worth a try

They both smile and laugh at each other then chance gets up
to go back inside.

CHANCE
Well now that i've cleared my mind
some, hopefully i can finally get
that shot on matt now, i'll see ya
when i see ya back inside

Jennifer then smiles.

JENNIFER
See ya

Jennifer then throws up a peace sign at chance.

CHANCE
Peace, don't we all wish we had it

JENNIFER
Got that right

INT. FEIGE MEEKS RESTURANT - NIGHT

It then cuts to katie and shirai both walking in the feige
meeks restaurant for their date.
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SHIRAI
Wait why is nobody else here?

KATIE
Cause i rented this out just for us

SHIRAI
That's so sweet of you katie

KATIE
Ah don't mention it, all for you

Shirai smiles and laughs then katie smiles at shirai.

DWAYNE
Oh damn what's up katie

Katie then daps up DWAYNE (24, black, curly brown hair).

KATIE
What's up dwyane

DWAYNE
Nothin much, i see you got a little
date with you though

KATIE
Hell yeah, shirai this is dwayne he
used to come down to sensai's house
and train with us back in the day
and dwyane this is my lovely date
for the evening shirai

Dwayne then look at shirai.

DWAYNE
Hey nice to meet you

Shirai then looks at dwayne.

SHIRAI
Nice to meet you too

DWAYNE
Aye so y'all ready to order

KATIE
Fuck yeah i'm hungry as hell, how
bout you shirai

SHIRAI
I could eat

KATIE
That's the spirit
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KATIE
(jokingly)

Dwayne you heard us we're both
hungry as hell so hurry up

Dwayne, shirai and katie then all laugh.

CUT TO:

INT. FEIGE MEEKS RESTURANT - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to shirai and katie sitting at their table

KATIE
Did you like the food

SHIRAI
I like it as much as i like you

KATIE
Which isn't very much i assume

They both then start laughing.

SHIRAI
Hey katie can i ask you something

KATIE
Yeah, anything

SHIRAI
Do you ever......do you ever feel
bad for killing people, like does
it ever affect you

KATIE
I mean i.....growing up the way i
grew up, seeing what i seen,
overtime i just kinda learned how
to not give much of a fuck anymore
i guess

SHIRAI
Well do you give a fuck about me

Katie then laughs and chuckles.

KATIE
Yes i give an insurmountable amount
of fucks about you shirai, trust me

Shirai then smiles and laughs.

SHIRAI
I trust you

Katie smiles then her IPHONE RINGS.
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KATIE
Hold on let me check this right
quick

Katie then checks her iphone.

SHIRAI
Who is it

KATIE
It's nobody

Katie's iphone then rings again and katie looks down to see
who it is.

KATIE
Hold on it's the same

Katie then gets up.

KATIE
Shirai i'm sorry let me take this
call right quick

SHIRAI
It's okay

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Who is this

The caller then hangs up the phone.

KATIE
Unbelievable

Katie then turns around.

KATIE
Sorry shirai it was just a-----

Katie has an extremely surprised look on her face as
shirai's head falls on the table after it gets DECAPITATED.

KATIE
Shirai no, no, no, noooooo!!!!!
Come fight me you fucking
cowards!!!!!!

ONE OF THE BAD GUYS THEN THROWS THE SHARP OBJECT THAT
DECAPITATED SHIRAI AT KATIE AND KATIE JUST SLIGHTLY MANAGES
TO MOVE OUT OF THE WAY OF IT COMPLETELY AND FROM THEN ON AN
EXTREMELY BRUTAL FIGHT BREAKS OUT BETWEEN KATIE AND THE BAD
GUYS ALONG WITH DWYANE WHICH ENDS WITH KATIE STABBING THE
FINAL BAD GUY TO DEATH WHILE CRYING.

Slightly sad music then starts playing as katie looks at
shirai's decapitated head angrily while she continues to cry
and she then cuts the lights off at the feige meeks
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restaurant.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF THE FEIGE MEEKS RESTURANT - NIGHT

Katie then finds a way to sneak out of the backway of the
restaurant and parkours her way around until she eventually
gets back to brian's car and she then gets in the car to
drive back to the facility house.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - NIGHT

It then cuts to chance and matt at the facility house
sleeping and after this katie is heard slamming the door
shut and chance waking up and seeing katie walk angrily to
her room and chance then walks to katie's room and knocks on
her door.

KATIE (O.S.)
What!

CHANCE
It's chance.....

KATIE (O.S.)
Fuck do you want

CHANCE
Can I....can i come in

KATIE (O.S.)
No, go away

CHANCE
Kate

KATIE (O.S.)
Chance don't mother fucking kate
me, i'm not in the mood for your
bullshit right now so just leave me
alone

CHANCE
Alright then, i'm gone, just wanted
to talk

Chance then walks away and after this katie opens her door
then chance looks back and walks in katie's room and see's
katie who is packing a bag.

INT. KATIE'S ROOM - NIGHT

CHANCE
What are you doing

KATIE
(while continuing to pack
her bag)

What does it look like i'm doing
chance, i'm done with all this shit
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CHANCE
Wait what

KATIE
You heard what i said!!! I'll be
gone in the morning, somehow

CHANCE
Katie you can't just leave

KATIE
Oh yeah tell me why not chance, why
can't i, you know what i can do
whatever the fuck i want and i
don't need your approval of what i
do or don't do

CHANCE
Kate, we got zelos now, he's coming
to us and we can take him down, you
can finally avenge sensai

KATIE
No chance!!! Sensai will be avenged
but all this we shit is over with
y'all can takedown zelos your damn
selves

CHANCE
Me and you both know that's not
happening

KATIE
Shirai is dead!!!!

CHANCE
Hold on hold on, what

KATIE
She's dead!!! Those cunts we been
hunting down and killing came up in
there and killed her

Katie then sits back on her bed angrily.

CHANCE
Katie i'm really sorry to hear
that, i really am

KATIE
You're sorry, you're fucking sorry,
that's not gonna bring shirai back
from the dead.

CHANCE
Kate i know it's not and shirai was
a great girl but-----
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KATIE
But nothing!!! But god damn
nothing, nada! Like i said i'm done
with all this and not repeating
that again

CHANCE
Oh okay then, where do you think
you're gonna go

KATIE
Anywhere but here

CHANCE
Anywhere but here huh, okay i see,
never knew katie phoenix to quit

KATIE
Quit, you know what fuck you
"chancellor" you always got some
pussy ass punk shit to say, like
what's the worst you're gonna do
punch me? Go right ahead

Chance then sighs and shakes his head.

CHANCE
Okay look i'm not gonna yell at you
or cuss you out or fight you cause
i know you're expecting that and
since i'm so sick to fucking death
of us arguing i'm just gonna say
this, we all came here to help you
fight off zelos and the guys that
killed sensai and shirai and we
know how much they meant to you but
now you got the oppurtunity to get
your revenge on the people who
killed them and all of us here have
risked our goddamn lives to make
sure that happens so if you want to
quit or walk out at this stage in
the game then go ahead

KATIE
(while tearing up)

I thought you said we wasn't heroes

CHANCE
(while sitting on katie's
bed)

Yeah but, just cause we're not
heroes doesn't mean we can't kick
ass together when it's needed

KATIE
I guess so, i just.......i just
really cared for sensai and shirai,

(MORE)
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KATIE (cont'd)
they both trusted me and i let them
down

Katie then starts crying.

CHANCE
I know, i know what it feels like
to have so much anger and
resentment and guilt after someone
you care for so much dies, i miss
my brother everyday

Chance then starts tearing up.

CHANCE
I wish i could see him one more
time but i just gotta move on now
and cope with it the best way i can

KATIE
(in a sad voice)

How do you cope

CHANCE
You guys.......you guys have helped
me cope with it the most

KATIE
(in a sad voice)

Well i guess killing the bad guys
and zelos will help me cope with
losing sensai and shirai huh

CHANCE
You damn right it will cause i'm
gonna be really mad if i almost got
killed everyday for the past days
over nothing

They both start laughing while chance gets up and is on his
way to leaving katie's room.

KATIE
Hey chance

CHANCE
What's up

KATIE
You just gonna leave without giving
ya girl no dap or nothin bruh

Chance then chuckles.

CHANCE
My bad my bad

They then dap each other up.
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KATIE
Alright now get outta here i need
to get some sleep so i can bash
more skulls in in the morning

CHANCE
Now she's back

Chance then leaves the room.

KATIE
Good night fuck boy

Chance then laughs.

CHANCE
Good night loser

Katie is then seen smiling and laughing.

INT. KATIE'S ROOM - MORNING

It then cuts to katie in the morning who is sleeping and
eventually wakes up to check her iphone to see raiez has
sent her a message.

KATIE
The hell, we're literally in the
same house dude

Katie then calls raiez.

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Raiez what do you want, you could
have literally told me this-----

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

Ready to die like sensai did

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Well i'm guessing you're not raiez,
atleast i'm about 99.8% sure you're
not

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

If i were you i wouldn't be joking
since you're gonna die today

Katie then mocks zelos voice.

KATIE 
(while on the phone)

Holy fuck you are so cliche with
that i'm gonna die shit, i just

(MORE)
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KATIE  (cont'd)
woke up and so far you're about to
put me back to sleep sooo you're
the joke here

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

I also wouldn't act so cocky if my
friends were gonna get killed
alongside me too

KATIE
(while on the phone)

What makes you so sure that my
friends wouldn't kill your pussy
ass goons

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

Ask your little girlfriend that got
killed last night and sensai how
well that worked out for them!

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Heh okay clown the fun and games
are over and i'm gonna mutilate you
as violently and as deadly as i
possibly can

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

I doubt that

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Try me

ZELOS (O.S.)
(while on the phone)

As you wish

RAIEZ (O.S.)
Guys come down here!

Katie then cuts her iphone off and ends the call with zelos
and runs down to raiez.

INT. FACILITY HOUSE - MORNING

KATIE
What the hell is going on

It then cuts to raiez, matt, chance, brian and jennifer who
are looking at the video feed of zelos at raiez office and
after this katie walks up to them.
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ZELOS 
(while on the video feed)

Now that i have all of your
attention

BRIAN
Let me see the phone

Brian then puts the phone in his interface tracking device.

JENNIFER
That looked like your office raiez

RAIEZ
Cause it was

MATT
Raiez just tell me you got other
people to call just in case all of
this gets out of hand

RAIEZ
Yeah, but

BRIAN
Guys i got it!

The interface of the video feed is then shown.

KATIE
You're a dead man walking zelos

ZELOS 
(while on the video feed)

Kill them all

THE BAD GUYS ARE THEN SHOWN KILLING ALL OF THE AGENTS IN
RAIEZ ENTIRE OFFICE AND WHILE THIS IS HAPPENING KATIE,
CHANCE, MATT, BRIAN, RAIEZ AND JENNIFER ALL REACT TO IT.

RAIEZ
That's it, brian cut this off

ZELOS
(while on the video feed)

We're not done just yet

RAIEZ
Oh yeah, what else you got

THE FOOTAGE OF ZELOS KILLING SENSAI THEN APPEARS.

It then cuts to jennifer who has an angry and also confused
look on her face.

CHANCE
Hold on tell me that's not where i
think it is
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RAIEZ
Brian cut it off!

KATIE
No, no leave it on

MATT
Katie you sure about this

KATIE
Yeah, i need to see this so it'll
give me even more motivation to put
zelos in a fucking coffin

While the video is playing, katie looks at it and has
flashbacks to her and sensai and then the video eventually
ends.

Zelos then laughs and SPARKS A LIGHTER on the video feed.

ZELOS
See ya later

THE VIDEO FEED ENDS AND A LOCATION IS TEXTED TO THEM AND
THEN BRIAN TAKES THE PHONE OUT THE DEVICE AND CUTS OFF THE
INTERFACE.

Jennifer then looks at katie.

JENNIFER
You alright

KATIE
I'll be alright when i kill zelos

BRIAN
Well they looked loaded so brian i
hope you got the weapons ready in
full supply cause we're gonna need
alot of them

RAIEZ
Okay, so what's the plan guys

KATIE
No plan, no strategy, no nothing,
let's get unpredictable on them for
a change

MATT
Sounds great to me

CHANCE
I fuck with it

RAIEZ
I mean, we do need some, ya know,
atleast some form of a plan,
atleast
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Jennifer, chance, matt and katie look back at raiez and look
at each other and shake their heads and then go their
separate ways.

RAIEZ
Just sayin.......could be useful

INT. BRIAN'S CAR - NIGHT

It's now night time and it then cuts to a shot of the
BUILDING WHERE ZELOS AND THE BAD GUYS ARE AT and then it
cuts to chance, jennifer, matt, raiez, brian and katie in
brian's sleek silver chevrolet cruze car.

JENNIFER
So this is it huh

RAIEZ
Sure is, they want to have a
spectacle we'll give them one

CHANCE
Also of course they leave the place
wide the hell open for us

KATIE
Yep and they're gonna wish they
didn't

BRIAN
So is everyone ready

KATIE
I'm ready as i'll ever be, which in
this instance is good enough

Katie then gets out of brian's car. 

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ELEVATOR - NIGHT

THE REST OF THEM ALL THEN GET OUT OF BRIAN'S CAR AND PROCEED
TO GO UP TO THE BAD GUYS AND BEAT THEM UP AND BEAT MORE OF
THEM UP THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING UNTIL BRIAN, CHANCE, MATT
AND KATIE EVENTUALLY END UP IN AN ELEVATOR TOGETHER.

MATT
That was intense, i wonder how well
raiez and jennifer is doing against
these guys

KATIE
Please they're probably fighting
off the bad guys with relative ease

CUT TO:
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INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to raiez fighting off the bad guys with no
relative ease.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ELEVATOR - NIGHT (CONT'D)

BRIAN
So guys how are we all holding up
so far

KATIE
Holding up about as well as chance
held up that beer

Katie then starts laughing hysterically.

CHANCE
Literally no one else in here is
laughing at that besides you kate

KATIE
C'mon i'm just kidding and they're
probably laughing internally

Matt and brian then look at each other with uncertain looks.

Raiez then calls katie and katie answers the call.

KATIE
(while on the phone)

Yo

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

RAIEZ
(while on the phone)

Katie i'm just gonna tell you right
now it's alot of bad guys coming
your way soon

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ELEVATOR - NIGHT (CONT'D)

KATIE
(while on the phone)

You don't even know where we're at
to make a claim like that

CUT TO:
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INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

RAIEZ
(while on the phone)

Just saying it's alot of them so
be----

Raiez then gets hit and his phone gets knocked to the
ground.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ELEVATOR - NIGHT (CONT'D)

MATT
I think that's que to get ready

KATIE
Fuck yeah

CHANCE
In about 5,4,3,2,1

The elevator door opens and chance, matt, katie and brian
are in a group shot looking serious and then the bad guys
are looking back at them.

KATIE
Bye bye

Chance, matt, brian and katie then engage in battle with the
bad guys and katie eventually ends up where zelos is and
finds him.

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT

KATIE
Don't you fucking move zelos i got
you now! Nowhere to run, nowhere to
hide, just me and you!

ZELOS
Just how i wanted it

KATIE
Yeah yeah cut the chat shit and
take that dumbass mask off so i can
finally proceed to kill you

ZELOS
As you wish

Katie then takes out her katana.

KATIE
Fucking do it, i want to see the
face of sensai's killer in person
as he dies
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ZELOS THEN TAKES THE MASK OFF TO REVEAL IT'S ACTUALLY
JENNIFER and after this katie then looks very shocked and
surprised.

JENNIFER
Awww what's wrong did i shock big
bad little katie

KATIE
What the fuck no, no, no, no, no
fucking way!

 Katie then starts laughing.

JENNIFER
Way bitch

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance and matt and brian and raiez fighting
off the bad guys.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

KATIE
Wait, how, what, is this a joke or
a prank, like am i being punk'd or
some shit right now

JENNIFER
Afraid not katie, what you see

JENNIFER
(while using the voice
changer)

Is what you get

KATIE
How did you, how could they not
figure out it was you that was
under this zelos impersonation
bullshit

JENNIFER
What do you mean i am zelos, i know
raiez had to have shown you the
file

KATIE
You dumb cunt horse face slut stop
playing fucking stupid and tell me
how
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JENNIFER
Only stupid one here is you katie,
you could have had me dead before i
murdered poor sensai and i know you
wanted to have me dead, you could
have prevented it all and you
didn't, also, i got my ways of
convincing people

KATIE
Heh i was wondering why raiez
office smelled like fish

JENNIFER
Oh another threat, that's you katie
all bark no bite when it counts

KATIE
The hell with this

Katie then pulls out her katana.

KATIE
I'm here to kill you and that's
what i'm gonna do

JENNIFER
Try me, i'll kill ya first

KATIE
You wish

JENNIFER
Bet

Randy then comes out of nowhere and knocks out katie.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance and brian fighting off the bad guys.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts back to katie who is seen waking up tied and
taped up to a chair.

KATIE
Uhhhhhh

JENNIFER
Hurt didn't it

KATIE
Yeah i mean i gotta headache now so
i guess
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JENNIFER
Ready for another surprise

KATIE
I guess, wasn't you supposed to
kill me or some shit

JENNIFER
Oh we'll get to that but why not
give you one more surprise before
you die

KATIE
Get on with it, goddamn

Randy then smacks katie.

KATIE
Oh shit, that woke me right up,
whoever is this person let me tell
ya you got one hell of a back hand
but to repay you back for that i'm
gonna have to knock out permanently

Katie then tries to get up but her hands and feet are tied
and taped.

JENNIFER
You got nothing to say this time

KATIE
Yes i do, you taped me to a chair
how lame can you get

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to matt and raiez fighting off the bad guys.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

JENNIFER
No, no, dont, hit her where it
really hurts

KATIE
C'mon do it, hit me, hit me!

Katie then does a blowing tongue taunting gesture.

JENNIFER
Show her

RANDY THEN TAKES HIS MASK OFF.

CUT TO:
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INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance and brian fighting off the bad guys.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

KATIE
Oh my

Katie then starts laughing.

KATIE
Randy mother fucking helmsley, ah i
should have known, on top of being
a pansy you're a woman beater too,
wow

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to matt and raiez fighting off the bad guys.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

RANDY
Shut your mouth

KATIE
Oooouuuu you think your a tough guy
now cause you fucked the biggest
slut in town and you've caught a
few bodies, congrats princess,
you're the most unintimidating
killer i've ever witnessed

Jennifer then punches katie.

JENNIFER
Why won't you just shut the fuck up
already, you're not in control
anymore

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance and brian fighting off the bad guys.
Katie then spits out blood.

CUT TO:
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INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

KATIE
No shit i'm tied up to a chair and
if you wanted to shut me up why
didn't you just tape my mouth shut
too you idiots

RANDY
You're the idiot here katie, you
brung everyone else along just for
them to die just like you'll die

Katie then mocks randy.

KATIE
Blah blah blah, damn so you were
the killer i was on the phone this
morning with about to put me to
sleep and you're about to do it
again

Randy then punches katie in the face and in the stomach and
kicks her in the chest making the chair she's in fall over.

KATIE
Ouch! Fuck you my head already
hurts are you trying to give me a
migraine now you dick

Randy then gets a knife out and puts it up towards into
katie's mouth.

RANDY
Shut your fucking mouth or i'll rip
it out for you

JENNIFER
No, not yet, get her up, she wants
to talk let's talk

Randy then takes the knife from katie's mouth and pulls her
chair back up forcibly.

KATIE
Ouchhhhhh! Goddamnit, also that
knife tasted like shit did you guys
use it to.......ya know what i'm
not even gonna say it

Katie then makes a disgusted face.

JENNIFER
Well you're finally right about one
thing, we've been planning this out
for a very very long time

RANDY
Damn right we have babe
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Jennifer and randy then kiss.

KATIE
Okay this is the most disgusting
thing i've seen in forever

RANDY
Don't be mad katie, it's your fault
you couldn't find anyone to love
your sorry ass before you die

KATIE
Here we go with the die and
everything is my fault stuff again!
It's like rinse and repeat with you
two, if you're gonna kill me just
do it already, damn

JENNIFER
Oh that's gonna happen katie just
you wait and babe you was so right
about this little bitch not finding
love before she died but maybe
she's not the only one

RANDY
What

JENNIFER THEN STABS RANDY ALMOST TO DEATH  until randy is on
the ground gasping for air and life.

KATIE
Holy fuck

JENNIFER
.........Why

JENNIFER
Why, why!, cause i know how much
you liked her and by the way he
really cared for you and liked you
so much

KATIE
I thought he liked you

JENNIFER
No, no, see i just pure pressured
this weak fuck into joining me and
made him an offer he couldn't
refuse, see katie even the ones
that care for you just die or turn
on you, it's pathetic just like him

JENNIFER THEN STABS RANDY AGAIN, PRESUMABLY KILLING HIM.

KATIE
Okay you got what you wanted, now
it's just me and you tramp 
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JENNIFER
Nah it'll just be me

KATIE
You know it's funny that you do all
this but yet you didn't tell me
your evil motive

JENNIFER
Well well, thought you wouldn't
have wanted to know mrs. Cliche

KATIE
Wow that maybe the only clever
thing i've heard you say today

JENNIFER
I see what you're doing katie

KATIE
You do huh, please enlighten me

JENNIFER
Joking around to lighten the mood
cause deep down your scared

KATIE
Heh, not of you

JENNIFER
Yes you are, you wasn't saying that
when you thought i was zelos and
when i killed sensai and now you
know you're gonna die just like
him, precious shirai and everyone
else, feel guilty for all that, you
should be

KATIE
Ya know you're the one that should
feel guilty in this situation, i
mean theoretically if you do kill
me and all your bad guys who by the
way let's be honest you probably
fucked them all, let's say they do
kill chance, brian, matt and raiez,
um eventually you get caught ya
dumb bitch, eventually someone will
slip up and snitch or they'll find
about you plus you wouldn't make it
in jail, or maybe you would

Katie then winks.

JENNIFER
You still think you're gonna win,
don't you get it already! I'm the
one with nothing to lose! You got
everything to lose
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KATIE
Mhm, what does this gotta do with
your motive though

JENNIFER
You

KATIE
What about me

JENNIFER
Just like i told you earlier,
you're the motive katie, you always
have and you always will, i mean
sensai and shirai we're just wrong
place wrong time and i took
advantage cause i can and cause i
want to see you suffer

KATIE
Aw the feeling is mutual you fake
ass prostitute wannabe play
murderer

JENNIFER
You just love the slut insults
don't you

KATIE
Obviously

JENNIFER
Obviously huh, well here's
something less obvious for you

KATIE
I'm listening

JENNIFER
Your dad...fucked my mom

Jennifer then tears up and looks sad and angry.

KATIE
My dad was a piece of shit anyways
i didn't have anything to do with
that, i didn't even know that was
happening

JENNIFER
Guess being a slut dosen't just run
in my family now does it

KATIE
Look my dad near told me
that......maybe that's why him and
my mom started arguing alot

Jennifer then tears up.
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JENNIFER
My mom didn't tell me either, i had
to figure that shit out myself and
do you know much it fucking hurt me
to find out my friends dad was part
of the reason why i was crying
myself to sleep everynight wanting
to be like my whore of a mom of all
people, so eventually one time i
grabbed a knife and didn't know
what i would do with it until i
thought of something more violent,
planning to kill everything katie
phoenix loved

KATIE
Jennifer you know good and fucking
well i had nothing to do with that,
i cared for you

JENNIFER
Yeah but daddy didn't did he, i'll
give sensai one thing he killed him
because i would have, i would have
killed him and sliced your mom up
too right in front of you! You're
no better than your dad katie and
you're gonna end up just like him

KATIE
Do it then

Jennifer then takes out her knife.

JENNIFER
Goodbye dead girl

KATIE
Wait a minute before you cut me up
into bits can i just say something

JENNIFER
What!

KATIE
You should never let the victim
stall for this long

They then start fighting. 

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to raiez, matt, chance and brian all eventually
meeting up and finding katie, randy and jennifer while
beating up more bad guys.

CUT TO:
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INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to jennifer and katie fighting.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to raiez, matt, chance and brian finding katie,
randy and jennifer while helping out raiez who is injured.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to jennifer and katie fighting and eventually
they both get off the ground bloody and beaten down and then
they hear raiez, matt, chance and brian going to the
location where they are currently fighting at.

KATIE
You hear that, they made it

Katie then chuckles.

KATIE
You're done, you're fucking done

JENNIFER
I'm never done, plus you're more
beaten down than me, i'll kill all
of them after i finish you off

KATIE
What makes you so sure you can kill
them when you can't even kill me

Katie then grabs her katana and gets in fighting stance.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

It then cuts to raiez, matt, chance and brian all finding
katie while helping out raiez.

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING ZELOS ROOM - NIGHT (CONT'D)

JENNIFER
You know what fine, if you're so
confident in that, put the katana
down, just fight me one on one hand
to hand, no weapons

Katie then stares at jennifer angrily.
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JENNIFER
Come on! Do it! Prove to me and
sensai and shirai that you're as
badass as you say you are or are
you just a fraud that sensai should
have taught better

Katie then angrily tosses her katana away.

JENNIFER
That a girl, sensai would be proud,
even more so now that you will be
in hell with him

Jennifer then throws her knife at katie then charges at
katie, attacks katie, takes the knife out, puts it back in a
pocket on her black hooded cloak and then viciously pummels
katie and chokes her.

KATIE
Got something to say now

Raiez, matt, chance and brian all then knock on the door
while saying katie's name and to let them in and then
jennifer looks up angrily.

KATIE
Actually i do got something to say

JENNIFER
What the fuck do you gotta say

Jennifer then checks around her black hooded cloak for her
knife and is looking confused.

KATIE
You talk too much

Jennifer then goes for a punch and katie stabs her with her
knife and jennifer screams in pain while she drops to the
floor.

KATIE
Now, you got something to say

Jennifer then laughs.

JENNIFER
It doesn't matter, sensai, shirai,
your parents, they're all gone now,
nothing you can do to change that

RAIEZ, MATT, CHANCE, BRIAN (O.S.)
(while knocking on the
door)

Katie open up!!! it's us the good
guys not the bad guys!!!
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KATIE
Yeah, well it sounds like to me i
still got my friends, you got
nothing but defeated

JENNIFER
Whatever, we'll see, someone will
eventually come around with more
power than even y'all can withstand
and everything will burn around you

KATIE
When that happens, we'll be waiting

Jennifer then laughs while also looking serious.

JENNIFER
But.......you won't......be ready
for it

Jennifer then spits blood in katie's face.

Katie then closes her eyes and has flashbacks of her and
jennifer as friends then she opens her eyes back up and
looks at jennifer angrily as she is presumably almost dead
then raiez, matt, chance and brian all then open the door
and when they enter they are all breathing heavy.

MATT
Katie you okay

Katie then wipes blood off of her face.

KATIE
As good as i'll ever be i guess

CHANCE
Wait is that jennifer? What the
hell

BRIAN
Randy?

RAIEZ
So i'm guessing either jennifer or
randy was actually zelos this whole
time

KATIE
Yep, except randy was pure
pressured into killing with her

RAIEZ
I'm really sorry about this katie,
i should have figured out sooner,
did more investigation maybe
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KATIE
Nah don't be sorry it's
whatever.......guys let's just get
the fuck outta here already i need
to go back to the facility house
and take a big ass tylenol

Raiez, katie, matt, brian and chance then chuckle and laugh.

CHANCE
I think we all need one

JENNIFER
Wait! 

Raiez, katie, matt, brian and chance then look back.

KATIE
The fuck do you want

Jennifer extends her hand out while tearing up and katie
walks over to her and looks at her angrily.

They then eventually lock hands and katie helps jennifer get
up to her feet.

BRIAN
So we all ready to go

KATIE
Hell yeah

THE FEDS THEN COME TO THE BUILDING IN A HELICOPTER AND
EVERYONE HEARS IT AND LOOKS UP AND AROUND.

CHANCE
Yo who is that

MATT
Raiez you wouldn't happen to know
them would you

RAIEZ
I think it's the feds

KATIE
So that basically means we have no
time and we gotta get the hell
outta here fast

JENNIFER THEN PUTS HER HANDS ON KATIE'S MOUTH AND HER KNIFE
TO KATIE'S THROAT.

JENNIFER
(angrily)

You're not defeating me bitch!

Chance, matt, brian and raiez look back with very surprised
looks on their faces.
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CHANCE
Oh fuck!

Chance quickly gets out a gun in slow motion and then in
normal motion shoots jennifer in the head and both jennifer
and katie fall to the ground.

Matt, brian and raiez then run to katie.

MATT
Kate! 

BRIAN
Katie!

Chance then has a concerned look on his face.

CHANCE
Oh no

Chance looks at jennifer then goes over to katie.

It then cuts to a shot of jennifer dead.

Raiez then shakes katie.

RAIEZ
Come on katie wake up

Brian, chance and matt are looking on worried. Raiez then
puts his fingers on katie's pulse.

RAIEZ
Don't die on me phoenix

KATIE
I'm still alive dammit

Chance, matt, raiez and brian all then laugh and smile.

FED NUMBER ONE
We're coming in hot, you'll have
nowhere to run or hide, we'll have
the entire place surrounded

RAIEZ
Well guys, looks like we gotta
blast

CHANCE
Hell yeah

KATIE
You fucking right we do

BRIAN
Truer words may have never been
spoken my friend
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MATT
Let's go

CUT TO:

INT. ZELOS/BAD GUYS BUILDING - NIGHT (CONT'D)

They all then run trying to get out of the building before
the feds catch them but they eventually get caught by
FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND (56, white, brown hair) and are all
held at gunpoint by multiple federal agents.

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Don't move, don't say anything or
you know what will happen

It then cuts to chance, matt, brian and katie looking
serious.

RAIEZ
Agent copeland

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Nick raiez, so i guess going
undercover with a couple of unknown
vigilanties is what you do now

RAIEZ
Agent copeland they're my friends,
they helped me take down the so
called zelos who are both in a room
down there by the way, just in case
you wanted to know

Federal agent copeland then steps up closer to raiez.

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Yeah okay 

Federal agent copeland then looks at chance, katie, matt and
brian.

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Here's what i'm gonna do, you all
show up to a meeting whenever time
i decide to schedule it

KATIE
What'll happen if we decide not to
show up

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Simple, you'll be arrested and
thrown in jail

Federal agent copeland smiles then quickly looks serious
again and after this brian and matt then look at each other.
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FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Agents go search around this place
for anything related to this zelos
fiasco and for you guys sake, i
hope to see you again soon

Federal agent copeland then walks away.

BRIAN
You guys thinking what i'm thinking

MATT
Yeah, fuck that meeting

Chance, matt, raiez, katie and brian all then start
laughing.

EXT. THE CEMETARY - DAY

It then cuts to katie on a calm clear sunny day who is at a
cemetery looking at sensai's tombstone and brian walks over
to her.

BRIAN
You okay

KATIE
I just miss him.....i just miss him
alot

BRIAN
He seemed like a great person

KATIE
Yeah, one of the greatest i've ever
known

BRIAN
With an equally great adopted
daughter that would become one
badass vigilante

They both laugh and smile.

KATIE
I just hope that sensai is looking
down on me proudly

BRIAN
You avenged him and became a better
warrior than expected, he's
probably looking down on you
proudly is an understatement

KATIE
You're right......i hope

They both then laugh.
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CUT TO:

EXT. THE CEMETARY - DAY (CONT'D)

It then cuts to chance and matt looking at chance's brother
tombstone.

CHANCE
It never gets easier to cope with
the fact that you're gone bro

Matt then puts his hand on chance's shoulder.

MATT
Yeah but he can rest easier knowing
his brother turned out to be a hero
and don't even think about saying
we're not heroes again or i'll
knock you out right here right now

They both then laugh.

CHANCE
Yeah and also.....i still got
another brother that's alive

They both then smile and dap each other up.

CUT TO:

EXT. THE CEMETARY - DAY (CONT'D)

Chance and matt then walk up to brian and katie.

CHANCE
So y'all ready for tomorrow

BRIAN
I'm not worried about it, raiez got
our backs if anything goes to the
worst

KATIE
Yeah they're gonna have one hell of
a field day with us tomorrow

MATT
I still say fuck it

Katie, matt, brian and chance all then start laughing.

INT. FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND'S OFFICE - DAY

It then cuts to chance, matt, brian, raiez and katie at the
meeting with federal agent copeland.
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FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Well first and foremost i'm glad i
didn't have to put any of you kids
behind bars

It then cuts to katie killing random bad guys.

KATIE
Okay look we don't waste your time,
so don't waste ours and just get to
the fucking point already

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Seeing as you guys clearly have
talent and team chemistry as well
as an affiliation with raiez,
instead of locking you up how about
you work with me

It then cuts to chance beating up random bad guys.

CHANCE
Yeah i think that would be a no for
me bruh, you telling us when to
fight who and where to fight them
at anytime you want us too, i'm not
down for that

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
It's not gonna be like that, as far
as i'm concerned you guys are free
to takedown whoever bad people you
want, i might even give you guys a
few side missions as interest

It then cuts to matt beating up and killing random bad guys.

MATT
Speaking of interest, what's in it
for you

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Nothing much, just to see the world
alittle more protected since you
guys are in it

It then cuts to brian taking out random bad guys with his
weapons and gadgets.

BRIAN
Well you're also gonna need a boy
genius

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
Sure jimmy neutron

It then cuts to raiez shooting and taking out random bad
guys in slow motion.
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RAIEZ
I got nothing agent copeland, as
long as they're in then so am i

FEDERAL AGENT COPELAND
So, do you guys accept the offer or
not

Chance, matt, brian, katie and raiez smile at each other
then look at federal agent copeland with a serious look

INT. RANDOM BUILDING ROOM - DAY

It then cuts to a GOON (30, white, brown straight long hair)
looking around and walking into a dark room, after she gets
in the room she cuts the light on only for it to flicker at
first and then she looks shocked as she sees katie, matt,
brian and raiez with their weapons drawn at her while chance
just looks at her with a serious look.

KATIE
Hey cutie

Katie then smiles and after this the main secret minds theme 
plays as the main end credits play.

                       POST CREDITS SCENE

EXT. SPARTA - DAY

It then cuts to a shot of sparta in day time which is a vast
spacious place full of dirt almost everywhere on the ground
with lots of hills and huts and one of the ZELOS DISCIPLES
(24, white, buzzcut) is seen walking up to ZELOS (30, white,
long white hair)

ZELOS DISCIPLE
Zelos......she's dead......they're
dead

ZELOS
What a shame, i expected so much
more out of her

ZELOS DISCIPLE
What are you gonna do now

ZELOS
Now

ZELOS THEN PICKS UP HIS SHIELD AND BLADE SWORD AND FLAPS HIS
WINGS OUT AS HE FLIES UP AND TURNS BACK AROUND.

ZELOS
I'm gonna finish all of this

                   THE END
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